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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this thesis is to investigate the

causes of the "urban financial crisis" and to determine the

extent to which it exists in a particular case study, the

City of Winnipeg. It is based upon the central hypothesis

that, if present conditj-ons remain relatively unchanged, then

our larger Canadian cities will soon find it increasingly

beyond their fiscal capacity to adequately fuJ-fi11 their

mandate, with financial distress even including bankruptcy

in some cases, becoml-ng the rule rather than the exception.

Analysis of the problem was performed on two levels.

The first was a generalized level of research, and was an

investigation of those conditions which were seen as being

causes of the urban financial crisis, most of which seem to

be an inherent part of the urban fabric and its governing

structure. This was then utilized both as a framework within

which to analyze the case study, to determine the extent to

which the hypothesized problem exists there, and also as

supportive data with which to further validify the case study.

In all, eleven "causes" or conditions were uncovered

as being the catalyst of the urban financial crisis. Of these

eleven, nine \^/ere proven to exist to some degree within the

City of Winnipeg, with six of them being serious enough to
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warrant the concfusion that V'/innipeg will indeed be facing

serious fiscal problems in the very near future, with

bankruptcy appearing as a dístinct possibitity.

Based on these findings, several recoÍtmendations

are offered, aimed at ameliorating the problem. These

recornmendations centre on both the existing obsolete revenue

structure of the City and also the inadequate manner in

which the City approaches its,operations and expends its

available monies.
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PREFACE

The past two decades have been a time of radical

upheaval in our society -- socially, politically, and

economically. And, ho where have these changes been manj--

fested so greatly as in our major cities.

However, the ci-ty has not merely been a stage upon

which these changes have taken place during this periodr âs

it, in turn, has been radically altered itself b_rz them.

Virtual revolutions in life style, technology, economics,

politics, society -- even in our philosophical attitudes

towards our fellow man, have acted to transform our cities

in ways that could never have been envisioned twenty years

ago. Some of these changes have been wonderfully beneficial,

others have not been so kind-

fn the early 1970rs, these changes were manifested in

a ne\^z urban phenomenon -- the bankrupt city. As New York

City declared bankruptcy and other major urban centres on

both sides of the border began to report varying degrees of

fiscal distress, many observers of the metropolitan scene

began to seriously question the financial viability of the

city "

This piece of research is an attempt to begin to

ans\¡/er some of these questions. It is based upon the hypo-

thesj-s that, gíven present conditions, the large city is no
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longer fiscally viable; and, what is more, íf these conditions

are allowed to persist, then the bankrupt city will become

the rule rather than the exception. It will attempt to prove

that the complete "cultural revolutioû", as it were, has

resulted 1n changes so marked that the traditional expenditure/

revenue relationships of local- government have become obsolete"

Consequentty, according to the author's convictions, most of

<i.ur major cities will find it increasingly impossible in the

very near future to fulfill their mandate. This situation

is what the author terms the "urban financial crisis".

This "crisis", as it is being advanced here, is not

so much a result of a radical variation in the basic kinds

of services provided by local government; rather, it is being

catalyzed by a shift in the complexity and very nature of

those services traditionalty demanded of them. This situati-on

is being brought about by a spectrum of forces which have

acted to produce changes in the basic geographical, social,

and economic fabric of the large city generally.

As a result of these changes, the scope and nature of

the function of urban government has shifted dramatically.

As it will- be demonstrated, it is beginning to assume an

ever-increasíng position of primacy in the

public sector hierarchy; and, reflecting this rise is a

spiralling increase in urban expenditures necessitated b1¿

it. At the same time, local government is being forced to

continue to rely upon its traditional sources of revenue'

which, given the ever-increasing complexity of its present



function, has become woefully inadequate. This forms the

basis of the authorrs contention that the urban financial

crisis is indeed at hand"

While the focus of this piece of research involves an

actual case study of the City of Winnipeg, the hypothesis

will be explored concurrently on two levels. The first wil-l

involve research of a more generalized nature and will

endevour to present those causes and conditions which the

author believes constitute the catalyst of the urban financial

crisj-s universally. This wil-l then be utilized both as a

framework within which the fiscal viability of the City of

Winnipeg may be evaluated and as further evidence supporting

this evaluation. It is hoped by proceeding in this manner

that not only will it provide a sound basis of research into

the financial problems of Vüínnipeg itself, but it will also

act to show that the City's financial status is not a freak

exception, but representative of the generalized case.

This research will then be followed by some conclusions

and recommendations. These reconìmendations will be case-

speci-fíc in nature and will be aimed at ameliorating the

anticipated financial calamity of the City of Winnipeg.

It should be cautioned at this point that the findings

of this particular piece of research must be considered to

be preliminary on1y. Because of the very complexity of the

problem involved, portions of the research were, bY necessity,

cursory in nature. Nevertheless, it is believed that it

represents a valid piece of work" It certainly succeeds in



laying the groundwork for further research into what may be

the most dire problem facing our cities today"



CHAPTER I

THE URBAN F]NANCIAL CRISIS

TNTRODUCTION

It was outlined in the preface of this paper that the

central hypothesis of this treatment is that the " urban

financial crisis" as it has been defined is not a peculiarity

unique to some select cities such as New York, which manifests

the problem so glaringly, but rather is a result of conditions

and phenomena which are inherent in the basic geographical,

social, and economical constructs of the large Canadianl cíty

generally. What is more, j-t j-s the conviction of the author

that if some very basic changies in these constructs are not

implemented, then the problem itself will become ímmeasurably

aggravated with the ultimate outcome being that the finan-

cially bankrupt cíty will become the rule rather than the

anomaly that it is today.

ft is the intention of this section to examine those

conditions which comprise the underlying causes of the

l' while perhaps an even more persuasJ-ve argument can be
made for the financial demise of the American city, this
treatise will deal with the Canadian case only, which differs
in some respects from its American counterpart. Howev'er,
some supporting evidence based upon findings in U.S. cities
will be d.rawn upon that can be considered to be equally as
valid to Canada.
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urban financial problem that are, for the most part,

inextricably bound up with the very fabric of most large

cj-ties today. It will demonstrate that the basic financÍal

problem presently facing cities is a two-sided one, involving

both a mushrooming level of expenditures brought about by

a myriad of conditions, and a revenue base that is a totally

inadequate resource with which to attempt to keep pace with

these expenditures.

Concurrently, each of these conditions advanced as

being a cause of the "urban financial crisis" will be used

as a basis for evaluating the fiscal future of the City of

Winnipeg, in an attempt to demonstrate that it is rapidly

approaching a financial crisis. This will al-Iow some

conclusions to be drawn regarding the financial viability of

Wi-nnipeg -- both as a specific case study and as an example

of the generalized conditj-on.

As an introduction to the research, the intial portion

of this section will attempt to analyze through a com-

bination of both formal and informal means the present

financial position of the City of Winnipeg. The remainder

of the section wil-1 endeavor to prove that this existing

position is about to deteriorate alarmingly in the very near

future; so much so that, Lf present conditions are allowed

to continue unabated, then financial collapse wil-l- be a most

probably occurrence.



PRESENT FINANCIAL POSITION OF THE CITY OF hTINNIPEG

Fi nancial- analysi-sts commonly utilize several f iscal

standards in order to appraise the relative attractiveness

of a municipal government for investment purposes. These

standards reflect the financial well-being of that municipality

or city" The following, which are among those commonly used,

are presented as a yardstick agai-nst which Winnipeg's finan-

cial position may be viewed.

1. "The ratio of debt to assessed value is a classic

standard: 10 per cent is often quoted as an upper limit.t'l

In L974, (the year for which the latest financíal reports

were available at the time of writing) total assessment in

the City of Winnipeg was $1,360,627,gir02, while gross tax-

supported debt was $I22,04L,76L3. This meant that their ratio

of debt to assessed val-ue was 8.9e", marginally below the

acceptable ceiling.

2. "The ratío of debt to estimated market value is

probably a better standard. On this basis, the 10 per cent

limit is not only more generous, but also more significant

economically. "4

Assessment j-n the City of Winnipeg is generally

1 J. Richard Aronson and. EIi Schwartz, eds., Management
Practices in Local Government Finance (Washington,-DlTlf-

tion, 1975) p. 223.
)' CíLy of Winnipeg, Annual Financíal- Reports, L9J4, p. 43

3 ,bid., p. 1ro.
4 ororr"o., and Schwartz, Management Practices, p. 223.



estimated on the basis of 1002 of value for land and 66 2/32

of value for buildings" Thusly, estimated market value of

assessable property in the City in I974 was $1,848,376,320I.

Based upon this, then, the debt to estimated market value

ratio is 6.6e", a more acceptable figure than the one abo-/e.

3. "Debt per capita is often quoted in debt burden

evaluation, but standards for this figure vary widely."2

The City of Winnipeg, with a tax-supported debenture debt

l-evel of çL22.0 million in L974 and a population of some

560,000 people at that time, was supporting a debt level- of

approxi-mately $218 per capita. This could be considered to

be an acceptable figure.

4. Debt service is the amount of funds expended annually

to pay debenture interest and retire maturíng securities; it

represents a very good rneasure of fiscal viability as it

measures cash flows to be funded out of revenue flows. In

Lg74, debt charges of the City of Vüinnipeg were $18,689,g7L3,

which represented some 17.2? of the entire municipal budget.

While this level is not entirely unfavorable, it should not

be allowed to rise much further.

This very superficial financial analysis gives a

rather satisfactory impression of the City's financial

position as of I914. However, a much different vievrpoint is

f_* Based on a total assessment in l.97 4 for buildings of
$975,496,820 and for land of $351t427,490 as quoted in City
of Winnipeg, L975 Current Estimates, p. L2.

2 oro.r=on and Schwartz, Management Practices, p. 223.
3 

"iry 
of Winnipegr itg75 Current Estimates, p. 11.
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offered when one examines its fiscal developments since them"

An informal- picture albeit a very reveal_ing one of

Winnipeg's present financial- stability, is painted by the

followíng exerpts from nev/spaper articles, financial documents,

and other sources, which provide a chronological documentary

of the recent direction of InTinnipeg's finances.

As displayed by the statement on page 4, the City's
total expenditure requirement for 1975 shows an increase
over the 1974 approved budget of z2z. The total avaitable
revenues, before increasing themill rate, show an increase
of only L2.42 including provincial Government grants.
From this simple comparison it wourd appear evid.ent that
expenditures are increasing at almost twice the rate as
the revenues necessary to offset these expenditures.. The
222 increase in expenditures is largely accounted for by
the renewal of wage contracts with the various employee
unions a dollar increase of about $17.5 mirlioñ. The
total city wagie bill for municipal services, incruding
related fringe benefit costs, now amounts to about $87million or 562 of the total expenditure estimates.
other major cost increases, due in the main to the pre-
vailing ínflationary conditions in the overal-l- economy,
are as follows:

Equipment and Equipment Operatir
.o=J3 $4.t mirrion

Goods and Services 3.2 million
Fuel, Vr7ater, Light & power t. B million
Debt Servicing Costs 3.4 million

Unless services are curtailed and new development is
discouraged. in the urban area, large cost increases will
continue to face the city each year and existing sources
of revenue will continue to be inadequate to meet the
need without substantial increases in the mil-1 rate to
overcome the resulting deficits. The need to broaden the
city's tax structure and to reduce the heavy dependence
on the property tax base is urgently required.

City of Winnipeg, L975 Current Estimates, p" 6.

works Budget rrimmed. The city's Board of commissioners
rel-eased a proposed. L976 capital works budget totalling
$91. B7 mill-ion Thursday and cautioned, against excessive
borrowing in the next few years....The r973 capiLal budget
r,,ras ç32.2 mil-tionr in 1974 it jumped to $OA.B mittion
and the 1975 figure skyrocketed to $98.9 million.

Winnipeg Tribune, 2I November, I975.
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City Gets AÄ Rating. One New york financial_ firm has
awarded Vúinnipeg an AA rating as the City prepares to
borrow $50 million dol-lars on the American market....
The federal- government is the only government in canada
to hold an AAA rating.

Winnipeg Tribune, l_2 December, 19 75 .

Cj-ty Faces Deficit: Board. The City of Winnipeg faces
an operating budget deficit 'conservatively estimated'
at $18 mil-l-ion if services and taxes are maintained at
present levels, according to the City's board of
commissioners. . . .Thre brief, which projects financial
trends to 1980, concludes that the cost of maj_ntaining
services is 'outstripping the slow growth of municipal
revenues' so quickllz that the province may have to take
over the city's operations....The provincial government
has 'never' responded to demands to find solutions to
the city's long-range financial problems...l¡ut has given
'first-aid' in the form of grants which delays and
'continuously worsensr the 'inevitable financial crisis ! .

tr{innipeg Free Press, 4 February, 1976.

$28 Mil4qn Deficit Expected. The City board of commis-
work "rrly next week on

Winnipeg's J-976 current budget with its initial ç28
million deficit....In L974, the operating budget has a
surplus of $3.9 million. Figures for 1975 have not been
released.

I^/innipeg Tribune, 5 February, L976.

City Taxpayers Face Hefty Jump. Winnipeg homeowners
can expect a 16.l per cent increase in their municipal
taxes to cover the city's projected 1976 deficit in
current operatì-ng expenses....This, however, does not
include tax increases by the 10 school- boards which far-l
withi-n the cityrs boundaries. It also does not include
capital works projects.

Winnipeg Tribune, I March, L976.

Miller Offers City No Hope of t{ajor Increases in Aicl.
The City of Winnipeg shouldn't expect any sigñlfîcant
increase in financial assistance from the province this
year, Urban Affairs Mrinister Saul Miller of Manitoba
said Tuesday....The province has i-ts own budgetary
problems, he said...The province isn't prepa.red to cut
back further on provincial- programming in order to
transfer money to the city, ot to raise its ovrn tax rates
to relieve the city of its o\^/n responsibilities.

Winnj-peg Free Press, l-1 March, 1976.

Sidewalk Snow May Be Left Until_ More Than 10 cm. Deep.
In cutting S750,000 from the I976 sno\^/ removal estimates,
committee recommended Monday that some services be
eliminated or reduced substantially.

hlinnipeg Free Press, 16 March, 1976.
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35-Cent Bus Fare, Reduced Service Possible In Bid to Cut
Transit Loss. Some members of civic works and -þerãEf on-
committee say they will vote to increase the bus fare to
35 cents from 25 cents, and will recommend to city council
major reductions in Wínnipeg's transit service.

Winnipeg Free Press, L6 March, L976"

Inner City May Face Triq -- Boulevard Chore...Committee
intenance

budget by recommending that fnner City residents take
care of their own boulevards.

Winnipeg Free Press , L7 March , 1976.

You Can Count on He€ty Tax Increase. Winnipeg's board
iffiseven-mi 1 1 

- increase
on L976 tax bills to finance a proposed $183 million
budget...If unchanged and approved by council, the
estimates could require 67 mills this year for city
purposesr âr 11.6 per centincrease over last year's 60
mills.

Winnipeg Tribune, 26 March, L976"

Tax Rise of 4.7 Mille Expected This Week. Winnipeg
er cent iñcrease

in the municipal mill- rate this year, to 64.92 mills from
60.252 mills in 1975. The increase could have been
higher, but civic executive policy committee Thursday
made additional cuts in the 1976 city estimates. And. an
extra $1.2 million was found in previously miscal-culated
business tax revenue.

Winnipeg Free Press, 9 April , L976.

Told Çity Services Endangered, Executive Backs Off
Spending Cut. Warned that a proposed 10 Þer cent city
budget cut next year would drastically reduce municipal
services, lVinnipeg civic executive policy committee
recommended Thursday that it be only a working goal...
City administration figures showed that the1976 city
operating budget of $183 million would have to be
increased by more than $20 million next year just to
cover $fg.B million in inflationary increases and $1.5
mil-lion in added debt charges for new capital works
projects alread.y approved.

Winnipeg Free Press, 10 September, I976.

Itis apparent from the preceding that the

is beginning to encounter some serious fiscal

Whíle its financj-al position was a favorable

1974, this position has deteriorated rapidly

City of lVinnipeg

difficulties.

one as late as

They have been
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forced since then to raise property taxes substantially,

cut services in some areas, f.reeze all new hiring of personnel,

and scrambl-e to find inadequate short-term solutions to a

long-term problem. Efforts to date have generally invol-ved

a treatment of symptoms rather than causes. Vr/hat is more,

it is proposed here that this situation will- continue to

d,eteriorate drastically unless some very basic and necessary

changes are made. The remainder of this section is an attempt

to prove this hypothesis. Presented will be documentation

of those conditions seen as being causal factors of the

"urban financial crisis" generally. Concurrently, the City's

financial position will be examined with respect to each of

these causes to try and assess the probable fiscal impact of

each.
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CHAPTER I]

CAUSES OF THE URBAN FINANCIA], CRTSIS:

RTSING EXPENDITURES

Expenditures of local governments have been rising at

enormous rates over the past several years. One author

estimates that general operating expenditures of U.S. cities

tripled during the sixtiesl. Closer to home, current

expenditures of the City of Winnipeg rose from 166.3 million

d,ollars Lo244.7 million dollars in just two short y".t=2.

(In addition to thís, the City also embarked upon an intensive

capital improvement program during the same period -- their

capital budget, which was 32.3 million dollars in 1973

increased to an astounding gB.g million dollars by Lg753"

Winnipeg, it must be pointed out, is typical of most

larger cities in Canada in this respect. Skyrocketing urban

expenditures has been a universal phenomenon being experienced

in most large centres. A myriad of conditions, intrinsic

I Robert B. Pettengill and Jogindar S. Uppal, Can Cities
Survive? The Fiscal Pl-iqht of American Cities (llew York:
St. Martin's Press, I974), p. 11.

2 Based upon Lgl3 actual current expenditures
in City of Winnipeg, L974 Current Estimates, p. L4
estimated current exp City of
L975 Current Estimates, p. 1I.

3 Winnipeg Tribune , 2L November , Ig15

as quoted
and 1975
Winnipeg
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to the structure of metropolitan areas, have acted to produce

this phenomenon. Each of these conditions will be discussed

individually in detail-.

INFLATION

For all general expenditures in the fifteen years between
1955 and L969, inflation accounted for well over fifty
percent of the total increase in outlays. Onlyone fourth
was due to workload, and less than one third was accounted
for by changies in scope or quality of services. The impact
of inflation al-so varied among different municipal functions.
Higher prices had the most noticeable affect upon local
schoofs and basic urban services (but) ...\ivas well below
averag,e in the case of puþ1ic welfare, higher education,
and g'eneral administrationl.

As is implied in the above passage, it would seem that

the largest cause of increasing urban expenditures in absolute

dol-l-ar terms is inf lation, which is a byproduct of a rather

unstable world economy and bears little, if any relationship

to the structure of local government. However, whj-le j-nflation
is a universal phenomenon, seemíngly unmindful of metropolitan

public expenditures, it is the nature of local government

activities which rendeiÈ it much more susceptible to inflation

than is the private sector" (Indeed, the cost/revenue ratio

of urban government is more adversely affected than even

other levels of the public sector2 " )

1_- John Pazour, "Loca.l Government Fiscal- Conditions"
The Municipal Yearbook, 1972 (Washington, D.C.: International
City Management Association I972), p. 282.

2_- Leslie Ëlolbrook, "The Winds of Change are Blowing,",
Civic, May L976, p. 22.
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The City of Winnipeg is no exception to this point,

as is borne out by the following analysis. Tabl-e I shows

the consumer price index level for Winnipeg as provided by

Statistics Canada. Since 1972, the cost-of-living, as

measured by the consumer price index, has risen by about 442¡

the averag'e annual change over that period has been approx-

imately 8.42. However, the extent to which inflation has

affected the cost/revenue rel-ationships within the City of

Winnipeg has been something much more pronounced than this.

TABLE 1

AVERÄGE ANNUAI CONSUMER PRICE INDEX:
CITY OF VIINNIPEG. T97L-I976.

Year Consumer Price fndex

L97I 100.0
1972 103. B

].973 110. 4
1914 122.2
L975 L37.4
L976 149.3

Source: Statistics Canada.

% Change

3. BU

6 .42
L0 .7%
12.42

o ?oO.l'ô

Statistical cost analyses prepared by the City's

research department in September, I976 demonstrated that the

costs of running the City of Winnipeg rose some 952 between

Lg72 and irg76l-. Of greater consequence is the fact that over

one-hal-f of this increase (51.1%) was a result of inflation2.

'l

City of Winnipeg, Board
Department, "Factors Effecting
hlinnipeg " L972-L976" .

of Commissioners Research
Budgetary Costs. City of

2 tbið,., p. 5
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Of the total cost increase of some $87 mill-ionr âfl amount of

some ç44"38 million, \^zas directly attributable to inflation.

This means that the L972 municipal budget of $84,636,484

rose 52.442 by L9l6 solely due to inflationary factors,

representing an annual average increase of 11.1? . This

increase is substantially greater than that measured by the

cost-of-living index over the same period for the Winnipeg

area. For obvious reasons, the report is prefaced, in part

by the statement "you will note thatr äs you would expect,

inflation has been the most important single i-nfluence, and

its effect on the cost of operating the City has been
1devastating" *.

The underlying causes of this overly high susceptibility

to the impact of inflation can be found in the very nature of

local government activities. The system through which ,local

government allocates resources is a labor-intensive onei in

the case of the City of Winnipeg, wages and salaries account

for some 602 of the current budget. And, it j-s increases in

salaries and wages that are both a major contributor to and

factor affected by inflation. (Of equal importance is the

fact that total fixed costs which the City has virtually no

control over, constitute fullythree-quarters of Winnipeg's

expenditures. )

Exacerbating this situation is the fact that it has

become evident that raises in wage and salary levels of

civic employees have not been accompanied by offsetting

I rbid., Preface
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increases in productivityr âs is often the case in private
'l

industry*. (While productivíty increases really do littl-e

to solve the causes of inflation, they can certainly go a

long way in alleviating its impact. )

Evídence of this phenomenon existing within the City

of Winnipeg can be found in the 1976 current bud,get. This

document shows that there has been a budgeted increase of

over $f¿ million dollars in wages and benefit costs; at the

same time, the current estimates are prefaced with a comment

that shows that there will be no increase in the provision

or level of services accompanying this increase:

We believe that further major reductions in cívic
expenditures can only be achieved if there is a policy
decision to reduce the level of services, e.g., police
and fire protection, public works services such as
garbage collection, sno\^/ removal, street cleaning. . ..

In reviewing the estimates, the Board took the position
that it should end.eavor to present a budget which did
no more than mainLain existing levels of municipal
services. In general, wê believe these estimates
achieve that objective, the increases represent the
increased cost óf maintaining the service "status guo".2

Quite simply, then, the labor-intensive nature of

city government activity along with a lack of any appreciable

offsetting gains in productivity maximizes the impact that
inflation has upon it. Vühat is of greater importance,

moreover, is the fact that city bureacracies may never be

fu11y productive, as is evidencedin the following:

Pettengill and Uppal,

City of Winnipeg, L976

Can Cities Survive?, p. 20.1

2 Current Estimates, p. 3.
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There is a myth that government can do a job more cheaply
because it doesn't have to make a profit. PrÍvate
industry, ín fact, does city jobs more efficiently than
the public work force. I¡Ihile it costs the city (of
New York) $45 a ton to píck up garbage, private con-
tractors do it for $ZZ a ton in San Franciscof $fg a
ton in Boston, and $18 a ton in Minneapolis. Their
incentives are far greater since the more refuse they
collect, the more they are paid. City sanitation men
receive the same pay no matter how much -- or l-ittle --
work they do.

The problem is not public versus private. It is monopoly
versus competition.., Where monopoly exists, productivity
i-nvariably suf fers. -

Finally, there is one other peculiarity of the urban

public sector that leaves it suscept.ible to the ful-l effects

of infl-ation. This is described by one author as foll-ows:

Costs of urban government have risen more rapid.ly than
Lhat of most private industry because of the limited
opportunities for substituting capital equipment in the
types of service jobs where most giovernment employees
function (police, firemen, teachers, office clerks, etc.) ...

Rising productivity in manufacturing offsets part of the
wage increases forced by inflation and collective
bargaining. To recruit and retain employees, government
wage scales must rise in keeping with those of private
industry, but without most of the offsetting economies
that the profit motive and mechanization provide. Some
computerization of office work is thus the only area
where appreciable productivity gai4s can be achieved in
government matchíng those outside.z

ft becomes clear, then, that local government -- by

the very nature of its activities suffers a higher than

normal fiscal imbalance as a result of inflation. What does

this mean for the future of the City of Winnipeg?

l"How to Save Ne\,,/ York", Time, October 20, 1975, p. 25.
2 n"aa.rrgill and Uppal, Can Cities Survive? , p.7
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Tabl-e 2 ís a projection of the impacL of infl-ation

upon municipal revenues and expenditures of the City of

Winnipeg for the period 1977-I9BL" (It should be noted that

both costs and revenues associated with Winnipeg's share of

educational financial requirements are completely ignored

here; they will be discussed later. ) The projection assumes

that revenue sources availabl-e to meet municipal expenditures

will remain the same and wil-l increase at approximately the

same rate they have in the recent past.

TABLE 2

I¡/PACT OF INFLATION UPON CITY OF VüINNTPEG. L977-1981.

(r) Q) (3) (4)
Year Taxabl-e Realty Tax Other Total Municipal

Assessment Revenue (Municipal) Revenue Revenue

L977 $1,525 ,27r,200 $ gg ,223 t450 $ 19 ,249 ,450 $200 ,41I,900L97B 1,586,282,000 103,192,400 116,436,860 2I9,626,269
1979 L,649,733,200 107,320,080 133,902,380 24L,222,460
1980 Lt7L5t722,500 111,6L2,860 L42,987,730 265t600,590
1981 L,784,351,400 Lr6,077,380 177.085,880 293,L63,260

(5)
Year Expenditures

(Assumption A)

1917 $19 B ,076 ,320
r97B 2I3,922,420
L919 23L | 036,210
19 B0 249 ,519 ,1oo
t_9 81 269 ,480 | 620

(6) (7)
Surplus Expenditures

(Deficit) (Assumption B)

ç 2,396,580 $20L,744,400
5,703,849 22L,918,840

10,186 ,250 244,l-I0 ,720
16,081,490 268,52It790
23,682,640 295,373,960

(B)
Surplus

( De ficit)

çL,271,500)
2,292,589)
2 , BBB t260)
2,921,200)
2,2L0,700)

Columns I and 2 provide a projection of future realty
tax revenue for municipal purposes, based upon a continuation

of an historical growth rate of 42 in taxable assessment, and

a continuation of L916 municipal míll rates through to 1981.

Column 3 is an estimate of revenue from other sources, which
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is assumed to gro\ir at a rate of I5Z annually" This is the

rate of growth experienced j-n the period L975-1976, and is
just slight.ly below the average for the period I972-L976"

(This figure was used in lieu of the longer-term averagie due

to marked annual fluctuations.) Column 4, then, is a total

of these two, and represents the total revenue available to

the City for municipal purposes over the next five years.

Two projected estimates are then made of municipal

expenditures to be faced by the City over this time period,

and it is assumed, for purposes here, that inflation will be

the onl-y source of cost increase. The first estimate assumes

that the impact of inflation upon expenditures will be to

increase them 10? annually (Column 7 - Assumption B) --

appreciably lower than the impact experienced since 1972.

The second estimate assumes the impact to be an even more

conservative BU annually. (Column 5 - Assumption A).

The projectj-on shows that under the more conservative

assumptJ-on of an B% increase, the effect of inflationary

pressures will l-eave but $23 million by tgBl with which to

accommodate other sources of cost increases. Under the

assumption of a 10U i-mpact, the effect of inflation will be

to devour more than the entire increase available from

existing municipal- revenue sources over the next five years,

leaving very substantial property tax rate increases as the

only rnatter of recourse.

Of the two assumptions made, it seems that the more

pessimistic one that of a 10% annual- increase in costs due
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to inflation, is the more realistic of the two" As a means

of cross-checking its validity, it almost duplicates a

similar estimate made by the City itself for L977 " The

assumption projects that infl-ation will be responsible for

an expenditure increase of approximately $18.3 million next

year, which compares very favorably to a City administration

projection estimating that the municipal budget will- experience

an inflationary increase of some $18. B million over the same

1perr-od.

T'his projection, then, demonstrates that inflation

can be expected to consume most, if not all, of "natural

revenue j-ncreases" available to the City oVer the next five

years, leaving almost nothing for other needs. The importance

of this will be seen more clearly when it is shown exactly

to what extent expenditures will- al-so increase as a result

of other causes, such as the growing needs of our urban

population and education requirements.

A RISING POPULATION AND INCREASING URBANIZATION

Another enormous source of rising local government

expenditures, the actual scope of which can onlybe guessedat,

is the demographic trends which are presently being experienced

in Canada and which will continue to be accentuated in the

foreseeable future.

Figure I exhibits the historical growth of the

population of Canada. fn 1871, approximately 3. B million

1 __.t Winnipeg Free Press, 10 September, I976.
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people inhabited Canada" By I94L, this had rj-sen to 11.5

million; and in the thirty-year períod since then, this
number in turn doubl-ed.

FIGURE 1

GROWTH OF THE POPULATION OF CANADA. 1871-L97I.

r87r rBBr l89r 19il t?2t l93r r94t t95t t96t l97t

Source: Ministry of State for Urban Affairs,
In Canada (Ottawa, L976) .

Human Settlement

What is of more importance than the absolute populatlon,

however, ís the pattern of its distribution. In l-B7l-,

approximately l-3% of Canada's inhabitants lived in urban

centresr by 1941, this proportion had cl-imbed to 56?.¡ and by

L91I to 762. N.H" Lithwick, in his report to the federal

TOTAL POPU L A T I

U RF A N P O R T I O
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government, has indicated, the extent to which this process of

urbanization has taken place in Canada:

Over the past century, there has been an eighteen-fold
expansion in the number of urban centres over l-00,000
in size, a twelve-fold expansion in the number of cities
of 30,000 100,000, and a nine-fold increase in the
number of units under 30r000. Furthermoret the rate of
growth of the largest metropolitan areas has been faster
than that of all other urban centres. Urban growth, in
other words, has become increasingly polarized. in the
largest urban centres.l

This demographic trend has a double-headed implication

for local government financies and expenditures. First, of

course, is the fact that as urban populations grow, so does

the demand for l-ocal services; new city-dwellers, âs tax-

payers, are entj-tled to their faj-r share of services, too.

Secondly, though, and seemingly of much greater consequence,

is the fact that as urban centres continue to grow, they

eventually reach a poínt at which diseconomies of scale begin

with respect to servicing costs. (The impact of this is a

progressively rising per unit cost of providing basic urban

services as population of the metropolitan area in question

continues to gto*.2)

I *.". Lithwick, Urban Canada: Problems and Prospects,
(Ottawa: Central Uortg :t

)- It may be more appropriate to say that as urban
populations gro\^/, city governments begin to experience an
expenditure phenomenon which resembles decreasing returns to
scale. It is true that per cãþÏta expenditures by local-
government are, on the average, greatest in our largest cities
and least in the relatively smal-Iest centres. (See Thomas
Muller, Fiscal Impacts of Land, Development, (Washington, D.C.:
The Urban fnstitute, 1975), p. 42). However, it must be kept
in mind that quality of services provided usually changes
dramatically with increases in city size. AIso, different
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It is clear to most observers that the largest of our

urban centres have long since reached this point of decreasing

returns to scale respecting costs of development. I{hat is

more important, however, is the fact that while the actual

size at which this phenomenon begins to be realized will vary

with the unique characteristi-cs of each individual urban unit,

it seems that, given our present economÍc environment ". . . th.ere

is substantial evidence that there are diseconomies of scale

for many services provided by the pulclic sector when the size

and density of a comrnunity reaches a threshold level which is

at some point below 100,000 residents. Private benefits in

larger areas probably offset increased public costs, but the

percentage of income allocated for public services is higher

in large urban areas compared to srnaller communities". l

Now, if we are to assume that rising per unit costs

of providing metropolitan services is a characteristic

intrinsic to our larger cities as they are presently organized,

as a result of population growth and the pattern thereof, íL

(cont'd. )

servj-ces tend to have different cost relationships. Further-
more, it is almost impossible to isolate population size from.
other highly interdependent variables -- such as population
density or average household size, and relate it as the only
causal factor to increasing per capita expendi-tures. It
should be kept in mind, then, that where reference is made to
decreasing returns to scale herein, what is actually being
referred to is a phenomenon resembling decreasing returns to
scale. To actually prove that increasing per capita local
government expend,itures is a function primarily of population
size would require some exhaustive research in itself, and
represents an area involving a need- for further research.

1 ,bid., p. 2r
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becomes apparent that the problem of escalating expendj-tures

will íncrease at an almost logarithmic rate for some of them,

when one takes into consideration predicted patterns of

urban growth and urbanization for Canada. The expected

extent of this phenomenon is hinted at by Lithwick" He

forecasts that by'the year 200I, seventy-three per cent of

our national population will be polarized in but twelve

major centres. He also goes on to say that:

...by that date, these centres will have become the
focal points of national economic life. The polari-
zation will continue, with Montreal and Toronto arriving
at sizes comparable with the great United States centres
of New York, Chicago, and Los Angeles. Vancouver will
be larger than either of the two large Canadian cities
today. Five other centres will have gro\'/n to well over
one million in population size: Edmonton, Hamilton,
Quebec City, Ottawa, and Winnipeg.l

Now, if one is to examine the City of Winnipeg within

the context of the preceding discussion, it becomes rather

apparent that it, too, has been experiencinE increasing per

capita costs as a result of population growth. As stated

previously, current expenditures in the City of Wj-nnipeg

increased by close to 952 in the period L972-I976. Of this

total- increase, "...22.6s" is attributable to growth of the

City and to increases in service levels" 2. At the same time,

1 
"iahri"k, 

urban canada, p. L47.
)- City of Winnipeg Board of Commissioners, "Factors

Affecting Budgetary Costs", p. 5. For purposes of analysis,
it may be assumed here that most, if not all, of this
increase is due to growth of the city, and not to increases
in services levels. fn at least the last two years, the
City's current budget has been formulated to do no more
than maintain existing services at present levels, and even,
in some cases, to reduce them.
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the population of Winnipeg grew at a rate of approximately

1.5% annually.l Needl-ess to sây, these figures strongly

indicate that per capita operating costs within the City

have been increasing rather dramatically.

However, the greatest factor effecting this rise

in per capita expenditures may not so much be the absolute

size of I¡trínnipeg's population growth, but the pattern of it.

Specifically, an examination of the average household size

in Winnipeg and the trends therein, reveal some startlíng

results. From 197I-L976, averagie household size dropped

from 3.27 to 2.g3.2 Thusly, whil-e the population of Winnipeg

increased by only some 7.52 over this peri-od, the number of

households increased by more than 202.

In light of this, then, it should not be so sur-

prising that such a large increase in civic expenditures has

been attributable to such a limited amount of population

growth. Many expenditures incurred by the City vary fairly

proportionally with the number of households and not with

the absolute size of the poputration. Expenditures for sewer

and water services, streets and attendant maintenancerand

fj-re protection, for example, are dependent to a large degree

upon the physical size of the city as determined by the

number of dwelling units to be serviced.

I- City of Winnipeg, Department of Environmental
Planning, Research Department, "Winnipeg CMA Housing and
Population Projections By Community Committee Area and
Census Tract and Traffic Zone ''7L-'96," January, L976t p. 2.

2 ,bíð,. , p. 2.
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For this same reason, one can expect future population

growth in Vüinnipeg to result in continued decreasingi returns

to scale with respect to servicing costs. By 1981, V,Ij-nnipeg's

population is expected to be 630,0001, an increase of B.5Z

over the L976 level" During that same períod, however,

average household sj-ze is expected to drop from 2.93 to

2.802. This means that the total number of households will

have increased not by 8.5U, but by l-3.62¡ concurrently, one

can also expect per capita operating expenditures to increase

disproportionately to population growth.

Changes in the average household size may not be the

only factor causing the City to experience decreasing returns

to scale with respect to the provision of servicest in fact,

it may be the case that Winnipeg has already surpassed that

threshold after which it becomes an uneconomical- unit to

service. Nevertheless, the factor of average househol-d size

does seem to contribute substantially to this cond.iLion. Of

most critical importance, moreover is the fact that per capita

operating costs are increasing in Winnipeg, irregardless of

what may be the most influencial factors.

METROPOLITAN DEVELOPMENT POLICY

Vühil-e the development of metropolitan areas is, for

the most part, a functj-on of the private sector, it is the

decisions and policies of city council which provide the

lþl_d.

Iþl-d.

I

2

p.2

p.2
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framework within which this development takes place.

Policies of local- government, if pursued vigorously enough,

determine the pattern of growth which will take place

within the given urban area.

Basi-cally, there are two alternative growth patterns

within which urban expansion can be accommodated, centrali-

zation and dispersed growth. (fheoretically, these two

alternatives represent two extremes of a continuum between

which an infinite number of possible growth patterns may

exist; and in actuality, the development of all cities

involves some degree of both. However, the growth of most

major cities can be classified as to either emphasizing

centralization or encouraging decentralization. )

Centralization of urban growth is characterized by

a high degree of central area and downtown redevelopment,

rehabilitatíon of exísting housing stock, utilization of

existing infrastructure, and a rel-atively high degree of

density of residential- devêIopment in the central parts of

the city. Decentralized growthr oû the other hand., involves

accommodating most or al-l urban expansion "at the fringe",

resulting in a highly dispersed population, a very low

density of developmentr'and, usually, a deteriorating urban

core.

It is very clear to most observers that the development

pattern of the City of Winnipeg is a very highly decentralized

one. One only has to look at it in comparison to other major

Canadian centres to verify this. For instance, one author
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states that "the most startling fact about the physical

extent of Winnipeg is that this city is physically larger

than the City of Montreal- a city which has three times

the population of lrlinn j-peg" l .

Moreover, this high degree of urban sprawl has been

both accommodated and accentuated by decisions of city council-.

Over the past few years, suburban development projects and

major shopping centres have been approved at a very rapid

rate. Itoray Village and Kenaston Estates, for example, are

either under construction or completed, while four regional

shopping centres have been either approved or completed --

Garden City Shopping Centre, St. Vital Shopping Centre,

Transcona Shopping Centre and Unicity Fashion Mal1. This is

in addition to the numerous high-rise, townhouse, and. single-

family subdivision developments that have appeared in the

suburbs seemingly overnight.

At the same time, the central area of Winnipeg has

been in a steady area of decline. Ì¡ühile there has been a

flurry of building activity in the past few years in the

downtown area, it has been for the most part, office space

construction. There has really been no major retail devel-

opment in the downtown in this period, especially in contrast

to the suburban =..rr".'

I Canadian Council On Urban And Regional Research,
"The Politics of Land -- The Influence On Cost to You",
(informational tabloid, Winnipeg, 1976) , p. 1.

2 th" stagnation of downtown retailing activity is most
clearly evident in the case of two parcels of land which
became vacant in l-974 on the south side of Portage Avenue
between Eatonrs and The Bay -- suoposedly Winnipeg's prime
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What is of greater conseguence is the fact that there

has been no residential development of any significance in the

central area since L91I. It was evidencedin the "Downtown

Winnipeg" plan of 1969 that the area had been steadily

declining in terms of population in the period L94I-L966 and

that the demographic mix was continually shifting towards the

poor, the elderly, and a high degree of community instability,

as measured by length of continuous occupancy. I/üit.h the

exception of one census tract in which new apartment construction

took place in L969-70, this trend continued unabated up to

LglL, as witnessed by census figures of that y"rr.f Ancl,

given the absence of any residential development since then,

one can only assume that deterioration has continued to the

present.

It is curi-ous that a city council whích has supposedly

taken a very positive stand in favour of dorvntov¡n redevel-opment

would so easily accommodate developers bent on continuing

(cont'd. )

shopping district. These two parcels were filled with a one-
storey and two storey retail building respectively. This
hardly represents the intensity of Cevelopment one would
expect from such a "coveted" location.

1_* As a resul-t of this downtown apartment construction,
the population of one downtown census tract (CT 14) rose
from 3960 in L966 to 4320 in I97L. This, however, was
partially offset by continuing population declines in the
rest of the dov¡ntown. Census tract 13 dropped from 1316 to
1275 during the safiì.e period, and the number of residents of
census tract 23 showed a similar pattern/ dropping from 3829
to 3780. Overall, the entire downtown area (Cf 13, CT L4,
CT 23) continued to decline as a percentaEe of total city
population from 1.BU to L.12. (Source: Statistics Canada.)
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the same time almost completely
I

It is very obvious that Winnipeg is an extremely

decentralized city; and that this suburban form of development

has been fostered by decisions of city council-. What is

not so obvious, however, is the financial impact of this

developmenti there is much evidence to believe that it will

be anything but favorabl-e. ft is becoming apparent to many

that alternative patterns of growth involve drastically

different fiscal impacts upon metropolitan governments.

Centralization of growthr orr the one hand, can have

very favorable financial implications

persed growth -- in terms of both revenues and decreased

expenditures. "To begin with, the downtown represents the

highest concentration of real estate values. This means

that the downtown produces more tax revenues per square

foot for the publi-c than any other part of the city. If

there is a movement of business out of the downtown and no

replacement, it is obvious that this must result in a decline

in revenue for the cíLy."2

I- Actions of city council in Winnipeg towards the
downtown area may even be classifj-ed as being something far
\^zorse than neglectful. One major development proposaf , the
East Yard Project, was conceived so as to furnish, amongi
other things, what is the most important component of downtown
redevelopment -- a permanent heterogenous downtown population.
Yet, the proposal has been effectively ki1led by council
which has determined in its infinite wisdom that it would,
in fact,be "detrimental" to central area revival.

)- Earl A. Levin, "Address to Brandon Merchants
Association Annual Meetin9", January 23, L974, p. 6.
Much of this section embodies the ideas of Mr. Levin.
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The downtown also represents the highest concentration

of public investment in the city, in terms of utilities and

services. If thereis an exodus from the area, this infra-

structure wil-l be used at a level far below its capacity.

Furthermore, suburban servÍces provided to replace these

are designed for some future capacity, and so are under-

utilized for some tj-me. Thus, not only is there a duplication

of systems at an extra cost to the public -- but they witl

both be operating below intended capacity. Social costs of

the metropolis will also be relatively lower as a result of

centralization. The central area has become home to an ever-

increasing concentration of the disadvantaged groups of our

society. These people and their accompanying socj-al- problems

are captive, in the sense that they cannot afford the means

to "suburbanize". However, without the introduction of any

beneficíaf elements and without any rejuvenation of the area,

(which implies centralízed development) these problems tend

to become self-perpuating and even harder to ameliorate.

This results in increased public expenditure in order to

attain the same social goa1s.

Decentralization of urban growthr ot the other hand,

results in duplication of already underutilized urban infra-

structurei costly extension of municipal services far beyond

any distance that can be considered economical-; development

of scarce urban land at relatively lol.¡er densities with

attendant increases in per unit public expendituresi

increased investment in urban transportation necessary to
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facilitate access between the far-reaching areas of the city;

and additional disbursements necessary to maintain, repair,

replace, and regiulate these additional infrastructure

components made necessary by continuing decentralization

and suburban growth.

Provision of capi-tal plant for education , for example,

becomes much more costly for a suburban low-density settlement.

If a maximum walking distance criterion is a prime consider-

ation in elementary school location, then a highty-scattered

population, per s€¡ would result in greater construction

requj-rements. And this would be necessary despite the

excess capacity of already existing schools that lie dormant

in the inner cores of our larger cÍties due to a lack of

school-aged children resident in the area. Similarly,

additional- fire hal1 construction woul-d be necessitated by

decentral-ized development if all areas of the city are to

be guaranteed standard minimum levels of fire protection

represented by maximum response tj-mes. Other services which,

by their nature, benefit from economies of scale through

centralization become fragmented and more costly when devel--

opment is suburbanized. Recreation, health care, social

assistance, and senior citizen programs are examples.

Admittedly, the foregoing argument is very rhetorical

in nature, with little, íf âfly, supportive data. And,

quantitative data regarding the City of Winnipeg is equally

as non-existent, although the fol-lowing general observations

can be made"
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1. The L975 City of Winnipeg Current Estimates were

prefaced by the following remarks:

Unfess services are curtailed and new development rs
discouraged in the urban area, large cost increases
will continue to face the City each year and existing
sources of revenue will continue to be inadequate to
meet the need without substantial increases in the
mill rate to overcome the resulting deficits. The
need to broaden the City's tax structure and to reduce
the heavy dependence on the property tax base is
urgently required. a

When questioned concerni-ng this statement, represen-

tatives of the Budget Bureau repld-ed that it was in reference

to new development at the fringe only, and not to redevel-opment
)- Thus, it would seem that it is

officials that the costs involved

suburban development are sub-

stantially greater than those for a more centralized type

of developm"ent.

2. Tn.November, L975, the City's Board of Commissioners

released its proposed capital works budget for 1976. These

initial estimates call-ed for a budget total of approximately

$92 million. The major share of the budget was earmarked

for streets and transportation, with $48.4 million being

directed into the city's street system. Of this total,

approximately $34 million, oy 372 of the total capital- works

The City of Winnipeg, 1175 Current estima , P. 6

in already built-up areas.

being recognized by civic

in providing services for

I

2

f

Interview with Mel Shibley and Andy Duncan, Bud,get
City of Winnipegr 28 October L975.Bureau
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budget was to go for tr,vo projects the Fort Garry St.

Vital bridge and freervay, and the Silver Avenue Corridor.l

These two projects, it should be noted, are deemed to be

necessary in order to provide adequate linkages between our

sprawling suburban areas and between scattered suburbs and

the downtown.

These observations , of course, prove very little.
In order to properly assess the financial- impact upon the

City of Vrlinnipeg resulting from its highly decentralized

development would require an exhaustive analysis in itself.
One thing is certain, though, and that is this: if
decentralization does demand significantly higher municipal

service expenditures than centralization, then the City of

Winnipeg coul-d shortly find itself encountering serious

financial problems. Winnipeg has been developed on a very

1ow density and exhi-bits a remarkable degree of urban sprawl.

lVhat is more, this pattern may be difficult, if not impossible

to reverse" Onceput ínto place, infrastructure becomes very

permanent; not only does development dictate infrastructure
investment, but capital investment, once installed, in turn

tends to generate more development of the same kind.2

I- ü/innipeg Tribune, 21 November, L975.

' t"ran"r ,"=a"t*g this degree of permanence may be
the impact of the automobil-e. While policies of city council
mây, in the long-run, have a substantial impact upon the
development pattern of any particular city, it was the auto-
mobile which first allowed "the flight to the suburbs" to
take place. Accordingly, while Winnipeg exhibits a marked
degree of urban sprawl, relative to other major Canadian
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THE DEMAND OF CITY PEOPLE FOR MORE
AND BETTER SERVTCES

It was stated in the preface to this research that

the entire scope of the function of local- government has

changed radically over the past few decades. A major reason

for this has been an ever-increasing demand put upon local

government by city-dwel-lers for more and better services.

As an analysis of existing data will show, Winnipeg has been

no exception. llowever, before examining Winnipeg's particular

case, a generalized discussion is in order concerning the

reasons behind this ever-increasing demand.

Up to as late as !{orld War II, the scope of local

government was a very limited one. A host of factors

( contrd. )

centres, these other centres cannot by any means be considered
to be highly centralized and densely developed cities; i-ndeed,
they typically .exhibit densities of about half those in European
cities" What is more, it has Ï-reen advanced that subur.ban
development, because of its dependency upon the automobile,
may indeed be irreversible, as evidenced by the following:

....The hegemony of the private car is not easily broken.
Canadians have accumulated an enormous capital invest-
ment in cars and roads. ...8y any measure, the automobile
and its supporting infrastructure are linchpins in the
Canadian economlz. Of great significance is the productj-on
of new cars and parts -- Canadars J-argest industrial
section, employi-ng about 90,000 and accounting for
approximately one-fifth of all- Canadian export earnings. . .

The social and economic costs of very sudden modification
are more than Canadian society could afford or would
tolerate.
(Ministry of State for Urban Affai-rs, Human Settlement,
p. 30. )
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dictated this minor role for the "third level" of government,

including the following:1

1" Relatively little use of the automobile in comparison

to the post i,üorl-d War II period;2

2. Limited view of the responsibilities that might

appropriately be discharged by governments the concept

of " laissez-faire" ;

3. Fundamental economic and social changes resulting

from changes in transportation (e.g., air travel) , communications

I ,ho*r" J. Plunkett, The Financial Structure and the
Decision-I4aking Process of Ca

2_- It should be noted here that the almost universal_
acceptance of the automobile as the dominant mode of intra-
urban transportatj-on post World War II was not a "natural"
result or inherent part of the urban fabric or of urban
society. Rather, it was the resul-t of conscious poticy
by government and big business. In a 1974 report to the
Judiciary Committee of the United States Senate, B.C. Snell
presents an excellently documented investigation which in
his words , " . .. focuses on three powerful automobile companies
which el-iminated competition among themselves, secured.
control over rj-val bus and rail industries, and then max-jmized profits by substituting cars and trucks for trains,
streetcars, subways, and buses. In short, it describes how
General Motors, Ford, and Chrysler, reshaped American ground
transportation to serve corporate wants instead of social
needs. rt (Bradford C. Sne11, American Ground Transport:
A Proposal for nestrubLr.ring t and
Rail Industries, presented to Subcommittee on ÃñEitrust and
@ comrnittee of the Judiciary, united States
Senate. (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office,
1974) , p. f.)
Abetting this phenomenon, at least unconsciously, \^ras goverrr-
ment. For instance, a surplus of trucks after the war
offered an excell-ent opportunity to provide employment to
returning veterans in private trucking operations. This
universal adoption of the private automobile, moreover, has
resulted in an astounding level of social costs, most of
which have had to be absorbed by urban government. Several
attempts have been mad.e to quantify these costs. See, for
instance, Douglass B. Lee, Jr., Costs of Urban and Suburban
Passenger Transportation Modes,
portation Studies, Institute of Urban and RegJ-onal Research,
University of Iowa, l-g75) .
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(e.9. television) and technology (e"9" computer) had not yet

occurred "

4. The division of federal and provincial jurisdictions

created by the BNA Act. Under the BNA Act, the provinces

were given control over municipal affairs; and, while the

manner in which this was interpreted varied somewhat from

province to province, it generally resulted in very limited

responsibilities being vested with local government,

accompanied with an attendant very limited revenue b-sel.

However, in the thirty years since the war, local

governments have been looked towards for provision of an

ever-increasing range of services for their burgeoning

populations. Initially, this involved provid.ing a sufficient

level of the most basic amenities that had been foregone

during the war economy years:

The acute shortage of manpower and restricted monetary
policies during the war resul-ted in a lack of adequate
maintenance and construction of capital works for an
extended period" As municipalities undertook the
reconstruction of seriously depreciated capital works
such as road, water, and sev/er services, they incurred
massive new debts. This backlog of capital works was
further compounded by lhe rapid shift in population from
rural to urban living.z

This, of course, was only a temporary state of affairs"

However¡ âs basic services and infrastructure were restored,

1! The present division of fed.eral, provincial and muni-
cípal revenue and expenditure patterns, which will be discussed
later, stil1 remains a major reflection of the BNA Act.

2_" James M. Burwell-, "Borrowing and Investment b¡z
Municipal Governments" cited in Municipal Finance and
Administratj-on in Canada, (Toronto: Canadian Institute of

972), p. 22.
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and as our economy experienced the greatest prosperity in

its history, metropolitan giovernments began to feel an ever-

expanding demand for more and better services. Thís was

(and jsstill being) manifested in two general \days. Firstly,

economic prosperity, the outgrowth of our liesure society

and our increasing standard of living, along with several

other factors resulted in a demand by urban residents to

have present services provided at much higher levels of

amenity. Secondly, and of much more importance, the urban

population began to demand (and need) some services which

\Árere previously not provided by the public sector at all,

and, by their nature, fell upon the shoulders of local

government. The following is a discussj-on of the underlying

causes of this demand for more and better services.

l-. An unprecendented level of consum-er income and the

outgrowth of our leisure-oriented society has led to a

steadily increasing demand for recreation facilities and

programs by the public. And, since recreational services

are localized by their very nature, it is the responsibility

of local government for their provision. The result is that

recreation, along with education, has been the fastest

growing area of municipal expenditure over the past decade.l

2. fncreasing urbanization and the continued polari-

zation of people in our largest centres has resulted in

services previously provided by the private sector now

1- Plunkett, Financial Structure of Municipal Government,
p. 45.
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having to be allocated by the public sector. In order to

understand. the reason behind this shift, one must consider

the nature of "social" \n/ants, which can be explained as

follows:

It has become acceptable to divide our wants into two
categories: social wants where the benefits accrue to
society as a whole, and private wants where the benefits
accrue to individuals. We go one step beyond this
classification by indicating that social wants should
be borne by society as a whole through some form of
taxation, while private benefits should be paid for by
those who better their economic position by the receipt
of these benefits.l

Now, as cities continue to grov/ in size, many wants which

were once private become social in nature merely as a result

of the process of population aggl-omeration. As a result,

local government are forced to assume the provision of

services previously exclud.ed from the public sector. This

process can best be demonstrated through the following

example:

Urbanization, and the subsequentsuburbanization, have
added to the demands to have social wants satisfied
by government. The basic wants do not change materially'
but the fact that these wants have been agglomerated
and concentrated in a municipal area changes the entire
concept of private versus social. For instance, trash
and garbage disposal or se\dage disposalr or even water
supply was not an insurmountable problem in a rural
environment. However, when there is a clustering of
individual demands brought about by urban population
concentrations, these wants, of necessity, become
social ín nature.2

I- Fred Durr, The Urban Economy, (Scranton, Penn.:
rntext Educational@), pp. L20-L2L.

2 :;bíd.., p. I2L. While this analysis implies that
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Radical- changes in our society have forced metro-

polítan governments to undertake huge capítal projects

which were hitherto a very minor part of urban expenditures

For example:

The introduction and eventual widespread use of the
automobile radically altered the concept of municipal
responsibility for roads. Similarly, the movement
toward an industrialized society with its more complex
forms of economic organization and activity produced a
demand for a more skilled and educated work force.
This brought about the need for higher standardsof
education. Education, once voluntary, eventually
became compulsory. The overall gesult was a dramatic
increase iñ schoôl expenditrr.re=. f

The result of these, and other, sociological and cultural

changes was that ". . . the emphasis in municipal concerns

shifted from relatively inexpensive maintenance and

regulatory activities relative to protection and prevention

to costly construction and operational expenditures on both

capital and current account" .2

4. Many basic services and infrastructure provided by

urban government are vitally necessary in order to support

( contr d)

agglomeration results in previously unencountered costs,
it. should be pointed out that it also results in considerable
benefits. There is a concentration of production resources
and manpower, a widening ofconsumer markets and a diver-
sification of choice, and proximity to support services just
to name a few. However, it is generally the case that the
costs of agglomeration are assumed by the public sector
while the benefits accrue to the private sector. The extent
to which this is actually the case represents an area of
further study.

'l
' Plunkett, Financial Structure of Municipal Government,

2_-.-
-LþICT.

p. 33.
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the local economy. Fire and pol5-ce protection, roads and

transportation systems' \¡¡ater supply and distribution,

waste d.isposal and others are an absolute necessity for the

proper functioning of industry, wholesaling, and retailing

alike. Since the loca1 economies of all urban centres that

are experiencing growth are expanding as a result of this

urbanization process, âD increasing provision of public

services and system facilities is required in order to

adequately support them.

5. Recent years have seen the rise in our society of

a phenomenon which has come to be known as the "\¡/el-fare

state". We have come to realize that one of our prime

necessities as a society is to extend assistance to those

who are unable to economically or socially fend for themselves.

The responsibility for providing this assistance has, to a

very large degree, been placed upon the shoulders of urban

government. As a result, social assistance expenditures

have risen drastically over the past two decades in most

larger centres. l

Typically, the level of welfare payments by local

government has been explained in terms of the effects of

unemployment and of transient growth. However, of equal

importance is the impact of the old-age dependency ratio.

A hiqh depend.ency ratio, it must be noted, " - o.produces a

t_t Exacerbating this Problem
provincial and federal Public Pol
in greater detail in a subsequent

is the impact of historical
icy. This will be discussed
section.
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much greater proporti-on of persons over 65 years that are

dependent on those in tlne 20 to 64 age group than is general

for cities and means that welfare costs will be increased

for aid. to the aging or those persons considered unemployable".f

Nor^z, when one considers the impact of a hlgh oId-age

dependency ratio upon welfare expenditures along with the

expected future age distribution, the prospects are staggering.

As the products of the post-war "baby-boom" âger and as

fertility rates continue to drop, our society will be a much

older one by the turn of the century. (Figure 2 shows the

L97I age distribution of the Canadian population and its

antj-cipated 200L distribution. )

FTGURE 2

AGE DTSTRTBUTION OF THE POPULATION OF CANADA.
L97I and 2001

ro-r4 20-a 30-34

Source: Ministry
fn Canada.

4f,44 50-54 60-64

of State for Urban
EO€4 90î

Human Settlement
-70-v4

Affairs,

r ,bid. , p. 4i.
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By 200I, the number of persons aged 65 and over is

expected to increase by 1.6 million, or to I2Z of the entire

population. The amount of welfare expenditures by l-ocal

government which will be necessitated by this aging of our

society can only be guessed at, but it will certainly be

substantial.

6. This process of society aging, it should be pointed

out, will also have serious implications for governmental

health expendituresr âs is indicated by the following:

A steady escalation in per capita cost of health care
is virtually j-nevitable over the next few decades.
About three-fourths of those over 65 have some chronic-
illness, and though they constituted only BZ of the
population in L971, this group accounted for 35? of
patient days in hospitals. It has been conservatively
estimated that due to the aging process alone, demand
for hospital servj-ces will increase 402 more than
percentage growth in populatíon.1

With this discussion in mind, wê can now turn to the par-

ticulars of the City of Winnipeg. There are at least two

ways in which thís phenomenon of an ever-increasing demand

for more and better services has adversely affected Winnipeg'

financial stability. These are discussed in turn.

1* Ministry of State for Urban Affairs, Human Settlement,
p. 96. It should be kept in mind here that much of our
recently experienced increases in health care expenses is
due to Medicare, which has entirely removed competitive
pressures from this field. Doctors are simultaneously the
suppliers of health care and also the demanders of it,
(insofar as they decide what level of service ought to be
consumed by a patient.) Because of this, a simple increase
in the number of doctors cannot be regarded as a sufficient
means to reduce the costs of medical care.
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1" It seems to hold true that an unprecedented level of

consumer income and the outgrowth of our leisure-oriented

societyhas led to a steadily increasing dernand for recreatj-on

facilitíes and programs by the public. In 1972, current

expenditures for parks and recreation by the City of Vtinnipeg

were $8.9 millionl. By Lg76, this figure had risen to $I9.4
)mil-lion-, representing an increase of 116.5U. At the same

time, the total current budget had risen by some 952. It

appears, then, that the demand for recreational services

by the people of In/innipeg has risenataproportionally higher

rate than that for other services.

2. of much larger consequence are the huge capital

projects that the City of Winnipeg has been forced to under-

take which hitherto have been a very minor part of urban

expendÍtures. (The majority of these, it seems are in the

area of streets and transportation, brought upon by the

gluttonous demands of our private automobile-oriented

transportation system. )

In L973, the capital budget of the City of Winnipeg

r^/as ç32-3 mill-ion; two years later, the budget had more than

tripled to $98.9 million" While these figures in themselves

point out how the City, in just a few short years, has been

forced to assume an unprecedented high level of capital

investment, it represents only the tip of the iceberg.

City of Winnipeg,

rbid.

I

2

L976 Current Estimates, p. 27
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What is of greater significance is the level of capital

expenditures that have not been undertaken due to a shortage

of funds" In early 1916, My. John Gee, Head of Committee on

Finance estimated that there was a $575 million backlog of

capital works projects, and that this could be expected to

g:row enormously in the future.

Partly in response to this situation (and partly as

a fulfillment of one of the requi-rements of the Unicity Act)

a Five-Year Capital Development Program was released in early

1976. This program projected that the City's share of

capital expenditures necessary in the period L977-19 B1 would

be $484,490,500, or about $97 million annually. This amount

is far in excess of the $50 mil-lion annual borrowing ceiling

imposed by Cíty Council.

rn light of this $50 million limit, the program was

reviewed, the result being a "Ieast cost" approach to pro-

viding capital services over the next five years. This

reduced cost program involves a compactj-ng of urban growth

into five rel-atively minimal sized residential areas and

one ind.ustrial area in an attempt to reduce capital require-

ments to $50 million annually over the next five years.

While the plan appears superficiatly to succeed in reducing

capital expenditures by some 432, a closer scrutiny of it

shows that it is rift with false economies. For examPle,

it proposes to limit over 702 of residential growth in the

period L976-1981 to already serviced land. While the effect

of this apparently is to lower servicing costs during this
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time frame, its ultimate impact is to merely postpone these

costs until the next five-year period¡ 94% of residential

development in 1981-1986 would have to take place on

unserviced land as a result of it. Community recreation

facility costs are also "reduced" in this manner, merely

by postponing them for five years. Given our existing level

of inflation, this can only act to increase the ultimate cost

of these projects dramatically.

In addition to this, a reduction in the level of

services especially in the area of works and operations,

is made necessary by the program. What is more, savings

made in the area of capital expenditures wil-l, in all like-

lihood, be minimizeð. by attendant increases in current

expenditures expected as a result of these reductions. For

instance, in the area of transportation, it is stated that

".. .it should be noted that some of the deletions from the

capital program may have the effect of significantly in-

creasing the operating costs of the system". l

One fínal impact of the scheme should be noted, and

that is this: "It has been made clear...that this approach

wouLd have adverse effects on the competitive structure of

the land. development industry and ultimately, the price of
2new housing. "'

I' City of Winnipeg Environmental Planning Department,
A Supplementary Report, Five Year Capital Development Program,
The City of Winnipeg, 1977-19Bl, (!,/innipeg: I976), p. 10.

2 rnia. p. 22.
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This "least cost" approach to capital budgeting' then,

will prove to be anything butthat if impl-emented. The only

alternative to this, however, would be to abolish the $50

mitlion borrowing ceiling and float enough debentures over

the next five years to finance the original capital works

program. Is this possible, hor,,7ever, given present financial-

constraints? The following brief analysis summarized in

Table 3, demonstrates that the answer is "not very likely".

The present (L976) level of debt and finance charges

incurred by the City on tax-supported debt is $19,840,0001-

By 1981, $15 ,'7g4,0002 of this wilt still- be carried by the

City. To this wil-l be added the cost of borrowing funds to

TABLE 3

FISC.êJ, IMPACT OF IMPLEMENTATION OF ORIGINAL
FIVE-YEAR CAPITAL BUDGET

EXISTING DEBT AND FINANCE CHARGES STILL TO
BE OUTSTANDTNG rlt 19 81 çL5 ,7 94, 000

ANNUAL INTEREST PAYMENT ON NEIV

BORROW]NG $48,449,050

ANNUAL SINKTh]G FUND REQUIREMENT L6,270 
' 

OBO

TOTA], DEBT AI.]D FINANCE CHARGES OT{ NEW

BORROTVTNG ( 19 B1)

TOTAL DEBT AND FINANCE CFIARGES (1981)

ESTIMATED TOTAL ASSESSMENT (1981)

T'OTAf, DEBT CHARGES EXPRESSED MILLS

DEBT CHARGES ON NEW BORROVTING EXPRESSED
TN MILLS

DEBT CHARGES AS % OF TOTAL MUNICIPAL REVENUE
( r9 81)

Ibid. , p. L7

rbid.

Ëi-1-.219-,-f-i-q

g!-qr!r!¿]!g

çL,784,35r,400

45.12

36.27

27 .462

I

2
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finance the capital program as originally proposed" While

the amount to be borrowed will be staggered over the five-

year program and. even beyondr \dê can assume for the purposes

of analysis here that, by 1981, the City wil-l be paying

annual finance charges on the entire $484 mil-l-ion. Thus,

Table 3 reflects the debt and finance costs imposed upon

the City by its capital needs by 1981.

Assuming that the debenture issue 'will be a serial

one bearing 10? coupons, then annual interest payments will-

increase by $48.5 million by 19Bl-. In addition, the City

is required to contribute to their sinking fund enough

money annually in order to retire the debt upon maturity.

The required annual sinking fund payment is cal-culated to

be that amount which, together with compounded interest at

a rate not to exceed 4% will be sufficient to retire the

debt in full at the maturity date. l Assuming that the issue

will have a life of twenty years, the annual sinking fund

requirement by 1981 will have reached over $10 million.

By 1981, then, total debt and finance obligations

of the City of Winnipeg will have reached $80.5 million.

In terms of the property tax, this represents 45.I2 miI1s,

based on projected 198I assessment; the cost of financing

the five-year capital program alone will account for 36.27

mills" By 1981, debt charges will- consume 27.462 of estimated

revenue available for municipal purposes. (This revenue is

estimated elsewhere in this document. )

I City of Winnipeg, Department of Finance, The City
of Winni-peg: Presentation to Rating Agencies tfgTÐ Þ. Be .
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These levels, of course, are bordering on the

unbearable. Despite this fact, the worst is yet to be

considered. Not included in the five-year capital budget

are several projects which will become vitally necessary

over the next several years. The most significant of these

is the construction of a ne\^/ viaduct to carry water to the

City from Shoal Lake. According to officials of the Water-

works System, it is critica1 that construction of this

viaduct commence by 1986. The present cost of the mammoth

project is estimated to be about $300 millionr by 1986, it

is projected that this figure will jump to some $400 million.

The financial impact of this single project, when undertaken,

will be almost as heavlz as the entire five-year capital project

presently proposed.

The demand (which, in most cases, can be considered

as necessities) of the population of Winnipeg for increased

urban services, then, represents a financial dilemma to the

City Administration. ff present financial capacities are to

be recognized, then the levels of many services will have to

be reduced, current expenditures may actually increase, and

the actual costs of providing services, postponed for the

present, may ultimately be pushed up dramaticallyl. However,

if urban servicing needs as represented by the five-year

capital budget, are to be provided, then debt and finance

charges by themselves may be enought to shift the existing

I at the time of writing, City Council- was giving
consideration to lowering of the annual borrowing-ceiling
to $35 mil1ion. Given the projected negative imþacts
expressed here under the existing $50 mj_llion limit, is isquite evident that the impact of an even lower ceiling wil_l
be nothing short of disastrous.
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delicate balance and throw the City into financial turmoil

Under present constraints, it is readily apparent that the

escalating demand for urban services cannot be met by the

City.

AN INCREASING PAYROLL

There is a tendancy on the part of many urban

governments to consistently increase the number of civic

employees with little accompanying increases in the leve1

of services delivered. This is especially true in the very

large megalopolitan regions of North America. Causing this

phenomenon are conditions which are inherent to the very

structure of local- government in large cities the

combination of a bureaucratic structure with a l-ess than

adequate budgeting process, which often allows department

heads to request (and receive) personnel increases, the

benefits of which sometimes cannot adequately be determined;

the l-ack of a profit motive or productivity measures against

which to measure performance of employees; and a very mediocre

leve1 of financial management (which will be discussed later).

One can look to New York City for an example. "From 1961 to

L974, even though the city population declined from 7.8

million to 7.5 mílJ-ion, 100,000 people were added to the work

force. The total of fulI-time city employees jumped to some

300r000; nobody knew the exact number because management was

Iso slipshod. "-

1 
"How to save New York", Time, October 20, 1975, p. 22.
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In a si-milar manner, the City of Winnipeg has

certainly experienced a steadily increasing payroll over the

past few years. In the period of L972-I976, the'number of

permanent city employees grew from 4270 to 4926, representing

an Íncrease of L5.42. What is more, this growth has taken

place "...even though city council had adopted a policy of

freezing employment at the Ig72 level-".1 of greater con-

sequence is the fact that it seems this fairly substantial

increase in the number of city employees has not resulted,

in a comparable increase in services provided. Since |gi2,

the city has grown only 2.22 in physical term.s, and the

number of people residing in the city and requiring their

services has gro\^in by only 1.53 annua11y. What is more,

the L976 current estimates have been formulated so as to do

no more than maintain city services at existing levels (and

even, in some instances, to reduce them), while still allowing

for an increase in staff of 92 p"r=o.r".2

It would seem, then, that the civic administration

has Iittle, if âtry, control over employee increases. If, in

a period when council policy has been to freeze the number

l- Winnipeg Free Press, L7 September, L976.
,-- City of Winnipeg, Current Estimates, 1976, p. 28.

Additional insight into th dency
towards continuous employment growth was furnished by
Mr. Jim Gil-mour, City Treasurer. He noted that the Chief
of Police has been granted a budget al-location for the
hiring of 66 additional- constables in L976; nevertheless,
Mr. Gilmour is convinced that the increase is unnecessary
and will have no affect whatsoever upon the City's crime
rate "
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of employees, the city payroll has grown by more than I5Z;

and if this increase, âs it seems, has resulted in very little

in the way of expanded services to the taxpayer, then it can

be concluded that a steadily increasing payroll, as an

intrisic feature of theír bureaucratic administration, is

adding to the financial woes of the City of Winnipeg-

AGING OF URBAN INFRASTRUCTURE

A...major set of problems confronting the older central-
cities lies in the fact that they have a huge legacy of
obsolescence. Their stock of housing and. other social
capital that is, public and quasi-public facilities
of all kinds - is old, often physically deteriorated,
and generally far from competj_tive with the new parts
of the same urban areas.r

While it is not always the case that the cities experiencing

the greatest financial difficulties are the oldest, it is a

rather obvious observation that those that are finding them-

selves in distress, or are on the brink of it, are relatively

large and relatively aged. And., it is equally as obvious that

the obsolescence, increased maintenance costs, and necessary

replacement expenditures of the antiquated infrastructure of

older urban centres is exacerbating, if not causing in part,

their present fiscal woes.

Larger cities seem to attract the poor and retain the
aged.. . .older cities have older buildings. ..Maintenance
costs increase for aging people and aging structures.
So too for the vital watermains, sewers, and streets of

I lick Netzer, "rmpact of
Implications for Urban Prcblems"
and Ingo Walter, State and Local

the Property Tax: Its
cited in William E. Mitchel-l
Finance, (New York:

Ronald Press Co. , 1970) , P. 139.
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the metropolis. While older citj-es and people don't
have the capital-accumulation problems of the youngêr,
they have greater costs of repair and replacement...
(These) cities are in trouble because they are ol-d and
relatively static. Their capital equipment, suffering
from a9ê, is_more costly to maintaín and in need of
replacement. f

It must be noted at this point that these observations are

concerned, for the most part, with the ol-der cities of the

northeastern United States, many of which are experiencing

grave financial hardship as a result of their advancing years.

Vühat is more, what little documentation there is concerning

the City of Winnipeg seems to support the premise that this

phenomenon is not of major concern here as of yet. In fact,

it seems that any inadequate and outmoded ínfrastructure to

be found is located in certain suburban locations, and not

in the older central city. The reasons for this are basically

the following:

1. In some instances, "inadequate" existing infrastructure

is merely the result of increased specifications. For example,

where a 6" sewer pipe has been used and had once been accep-

tabl-e, the standard has now been raised to 8".

2. Before Unicity amalgamation, some municipalitÍes

installed infrastructure with capacity only to serve them-

sel-ves, without regard for future development in adjoining

municipalities. As a result, this became an inadequate part

of the total city-wide system after the inception of regional

government.

I n.aaingall and Uppal, Can Cities Survive?, p. 58.
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The relevance of this point, then, to the City of

Winnipeg, is rather minimal at present; neverthel_ess, it

should not be ignored as it may be a forewarning.

The largest Canadian cities are already beginning

to feel the first impacts of aging in the form of ditapidated

school structures, higher garbage collection costs in the

i-nner city as a result of obsolescent street design, increased

maintenance and repair costs of watermains, and necessary

cl-osures of firehalls as a result of outdated sitings.

What is more, íf increasing size and advancing âg€,

per s€r contribute to rising metropolitan expendituresr âs

has been the American experience, then the mere passage of

time will certainly add to the concerns of the metropolitan

financial officers of Canadian cities, Winnipeg included"

THE RISING BURDEN OF EDUCATION EXPENDITURES

Constitutionally, education is the responsibility of

the provinces; and, in fact, they do exercise complete

control over this function. However, much of the respon-

sibitity for the funding of education programs has been

vested with local government without any attendant sharing

in the decj-sion-making process.

As a result, local governments have, in effect,

become taxpayers to the province; each fiscal year the

province determines required, expenditures for education, and

then presents a "bill" to l-ocal government to cover a large

portion of it, which it has no choice but to pay. In

practice, this represents what may be termed "mandatory

reverse cost-sharing" .
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Recent years have seen an explosion of education

expendi-tures. For example, in the three ciLies of victoria,

vancouver, and Edmonton, ed,ucation has been the fastest
growing budget Ítem, i-ncreasing by approximatety 2oz annual-ly

between 1961-1969.L surprisingty, the first of these three
cities exhibited an annuar population growth of only lu

during this period. ThÍs meant that the municipal share of
educati-on in victoria was increasing about twenty times

faster than was populati or-.2

Moreover, these examples are not the exceptÍonal case

but rather indicative of general trends in canada. Nationarry,

expenditures for education represented 7.42 of total GNp in
Lg13 as compared to 4.32 in f960.3

Not surprisingly, the burd.en of shouldering such an

immense expenditure, the amount of which they have no control

over, is becoming very oppressive to local government.

Municipal officials have no recourse but to meet this

commitment through use of the property tax, which has no real

built-in growth mechanism with which to keep pace. (This

inadequate growth feature of the property tax is discussed

in greater detail in a l-ater chapter.) As a result, ed.ucation

expenditure requirements are beginning to take a larger and

larger bite of available municipal revenues. At present,

over 402 of total local gfovernment expenditure in Canada ís

It Plunkett, The Financial Structure of lrlunicipal
Government; p. 40"

2 ,bid. , p. 45 -

3 tirri=ary of State For Urban Affairs, Human Settlement,
p" 33.
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for education. l Even more startl-ing is the findings of one

particular study -- depicted in Table 4 -- which concludes

as follows:

In virtually every instance provincial aggregates,
groups of municipalities and selected individual cities
the requirements of education now absorb more than 50
per cent of the total yield from property taxation...
This means that municipal governments now receive less
by way of net revenue from this source than they did a
decade aqo.¿

TABLE 4

RELATIONSHTP BETWEEN PROPERTY TAX AND EDUCATION LEVY:
EDUCATIO}T AS A PERCENT OF PROPERTY TAXATION

Cj-ties 20, 000-50,000 Population
British Columbia
Al-berta
Nova Scotia

Cities Over 200,000 Population
Ontario 38.3

Provinces
British Columbia
Alberta
Ontario
Nova Scotia

Specific Cities
Vancouver
Victoria
Edmonton
Saskatoon
Hamilton
Halifax

I l.br-o..

2 Plunkett,

19 61
z

3B .2
55. B

42.3
45.2

48.0
54 .7
39 "1

40. 0
35. 9
58.2
77.6
47 .3
49 .1

1963
z

39.6
58.5
42 .7
43 .9

49 .7
59"1
40 .2

39 .6

42 .2
38.2
58.1
70.7
48.4
48.0

1965
z

43.6
60.4
39 .7
45. B

53 .4
59"5
4r.4

38.9

43 .9
40.5
60 .9
6L.7
47 .4
51.0

L9 67
z

47 .5
61. 3
46.I
46 .4

55.7
56.2
44.I

44 .6

/l'1 1

44.0
61.1
60. 6
49 .2
50. B

l-969
9o

48.0

50. 6

57 .6
63.9
56 .7

50.1
46.0
65. 5
65. r
64.6
65 .4

Government; p. 40.
The Financial Structure of Municipal
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The City of Winnipeg is no exception in this reg.ard.

Provincial education requirements represent a very significant

proportion of necessary civic expenditures and has, in recent

years become an increasing financial burden upon the shoulders

of the City. In L975, for instance, total school levies

accounted for 35.6? of total current expenditures, and this

figure is expected to ri-se to 372 for fiscal L976. This

represents a very pressj-ng financial problem not only because

it drains a large amount of very limited funds a\^ray from

various city departments, but also because educational

expenditures within the Province of Manitoba have skyrocketed

in recent years. (This problem is al-sobeinqexacerbated by the

fact that the educational funding program is badly outdated,

being based on L967 figuresl. This is resulting in the

already oppressive education bill of the City of Winnipeg

being even more grossly unfair as a result of the economic

environment of the past five years. )

The consequences of this phenomenon are clear.

Given the fact that local government continues to rely upon

the property tax for a majority of its income, and that this

tax exhibits very little in the way of a growth feature, then

a smâl1er and small portion of its principal revenue source

will be available for the support of purely municipal services.

This is exactly what has been happening throughout the country;

and the problem will only become more critical if the

1 ,rra"rrriew with Mr. Jim Gilmour, Treasurer, City of
Winnipeg, July, L976.
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provinces continue to demand an ever-increasing contribution

from local government for a program over which they have no

control- and which cannot even be considered to be a local
,1servace.

This is borne out by an analysis of anticipated

education expenditure requirements of the City of tr{innipeg

for the next five years. Tabl-e 5 presents the projected

fiscal- impact of education expenditures for the peri-od I977-

1981.

Column I projects future total taxable assessment,

based upon a very steady historical increase of about 4Z

annually. Column 2 estimates realty tax revenue based on

this total taxable assessment wj-th the realty tax rate held

constant at 1916 rates. (Since the mill rate for education

purposes varies among the twelve school divisions involved,

it was necessary to compute an averagie mi1l rate for the City

generally. This was done by dividing total realty tax

't* If one is to assume that the principal function of
local government j-s the provisíon of collective services made
necessary by urban settlement and which are local in nature,
then there is absolutely no rationale supporting local govern-
ment's reguirement for funding education programs at al-l.
Services which are "local in nature" are defined by the author
as being those whose benefits are fixed in space (i.e. within
the local government bound,aries) and cannot be spatially
transferred. For example, the primary benefits of the water
distribution system, recreation programs, and police depart-
m.entof the City of Winni-peg are confined to that area bounded
by the City l-imits" Once outside these limits, it is
impossible for an individual to enjoy the benefits of these
services. Now, since the benefits of education are not fixed
in space, and do, in fact, accompany the movement of indi-
viduals wherever they may go t it. cannot be considered to be
a service that is local- in nature by any means.
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revenues for school purposes (as provided by I976 City of
winnipeg current Estimates) by the total taxable assessment

availabl-e for school purposes; the figure so computecl was

67 .34 mil-ls . )

The third column projects future grants-in-l_ieu of

taxes for education and are assumed to increase at a rate of
17.52 per year; this has been their annual average increase

in the period L972-r976. Together, then, these two sources

represent the total- resources available to the city with

which to meet their education bil_l_. (Column 4.)

Future education expenditure requirements were then

estimated, based upon two different assumptions. under the

first of these assumptions, expenditures are expected to
increase ata rate of 17.rz annually, equal to the average

yearly j-ncrease since L972. The second assumption estimates

this increase to be a much more conservative rOa per annum.

These forecasted expenditures are presented in col_umns 5 and

B, respectively.

It is the opinion of the author that the first of
these assumptions that of a 17 "LZ annual increase

represents a realistj-c basis of forecast, white the smaller

10u figure represents a highly conservative one. whil-e this
may seem to be an overestimatíon of the future growth of
school costs, it is believed that there is a very sound basis

for it. Firstly, ed,ucation expenditure requirements by the

city of winnipeg have risen at an annual average rate of r7.Lz

si-nce L972. What is more, the most recently experienced

growth rate between L975 (actual) and L976 (budget) was

222, substantiall-y higher than the L972-1976 averagie.
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Secondly, a report tabted to the lriani_toba g,overnment

ì-n August L916, would seenL to support the projected growth

rate presented here. The report, prepared by 4 teachers at
the request of the province, presents a package of recomm.en-

dations aimed at improving elementary education which, if
i-mplemented, would cost mirl-ions of dollars. one recoinmen-

dation al-one lowering of the pupil:teacher ratio in
elementary schools from ZB:L to 23:L and eventually to 20l.L

would cost an estimated $16 miltion annual-ly.1 Some of the
recommendations, it should be added, are already being acted

upon. Thus, there is ample evidence to indicate that a

continued growth rate of sorne r7z in school_ expenditure
requirements is by means an overestj_mation.

The difference between projected expenditures ancl

projected available revenues, of course, represents the
expected deficit caused by education expenditure requirements.
This is presenLed in dollar figures in columns 6 and g, for
the two assumptions respectively, and. in columns 7 and 10 as

the mill rate increase which would be necessitated in order
to cover the deficit projected under each of them.

These figuresspeak for themselves. rf education

expenditures contj-nue to increase at thej_r present rate of
growth and if the city is forced to assume such a large
proportion of these expenditures based upon existing cost
sharing formulae, then a total increase in property taxes of
over 54 mil-ls will- be necessary over the next five years.

1 Vüinnipeg Free press, 18 Augustr1976.
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COSISThis increase represents the i act of growth in school

This, obviously is both politically and economically

impossible. rt woul-d, be very difficurt, in fact, to be abl_e

to accomodate the mill rate increase necessary to offset the
increased educational- expenditures that would be experienced

under the highly conservative assumption. rt can very easily
be concluded, then, that, in the face of unchanging conditions
in the area of education expenditure requirements, the city of
winnipeg will indeed be on the doorstep of fiscal calamity.
(rt should be added here that the provincial government's

property tax credit plan -- designed specifically to redis-
tribute school property tax burdens, has and will conti-nue

to have very little j-mpact in neutralizing the cost of education
to the city of winnipeg. For one thinE the present level_ of
the tax credit progrram is approximately$r-B mir-lionl, much

short of the projected deficit. secondly, recipients of the
program include renters as wel-I as homeowners, which means

that an amount considerably l-ess than this is put back into
the pocket of the property tax payer. Thirdry, benefits of
the program are rarely perceived by recipients as being a

reduction in the level of thej-r property tax; if a homeowner

is tol-d his property taxes for next year will be 91,000 for
example, he will perceive them as being just that amount,

1

The city of winnipeg, presentation to Rating Agencies,
ntt

only and does not include any increase in the costs of
roviding municipal services, which¡ âs it has alread
ointed out, will- undoubtedly also be experienced.
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and not an amount being equal to the difference between the

$l-,000 and his tax credit payment" (The tax credit payment,

in fact, is often viewed as a type of government "grant",

having nothing whatsoever to do with the existing mill- rate

on property. It is for this reason that the Provincial

g,overnment prefers this method of "easing" the school property

tax burden j-n l-ieu of a straightforward reduction in the

City's educational expenditure reguirem,ents" By doing so,

the Province receives all of the positive political recognitlon

from the voters for instituting a "free money" scheme, while

the city administration receives all of the adverse publicity

for being responsible for continual property tax increases,

even though much of this responsibitity lies with the out-

landish revenue requírements of the Provincial education

program. ) Finally, it should be noted that the program does

not reduce the amount of tax revenue that must be raised by

the City by one cent. )

FINANCIAL MI SMÄNAGEMENT

Metropolitan governments today can be likened to a

private firm finding itself in financial diffl-cutty, whose

sales are falling and whose overhead and related expenditures

are increasing enormously. Confronted with this type of

situation, it would be necessary foraprivate firm to exhibit

an extraordinary degree of managerial excellence in order to

survive" Unfortunately, most urban governments have not

demonstrated the ability to managie their finances adequately,

never mind excellently.
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Financial mismanag'ement, on the other hand, may be

a misnomer for the fiscal performances of local government,

as this implies " financial gimmickry" and out-and-out

incompetency. True, some cities and their taxpayers have

been the victims of financial mismanagement and corruption.

New York City, for example, can blame a good portion of its

present fiscal calamity upon underhanded practices.

Commenting on the L969 budget prepared by then-mayor John

Lindsay just prior to a civic election, one author states

that "Lindsay also used his budget for a series of manipu-

lations to tide him through the el-ection. He balanced his

expense budget by counting $116.7 million in nonexistent

revenues. He doubl-ed expense monelzs slipped into the capital
1

budget."- Even more startling are the findings of the U.S.

Treasury arising from their investigations of the New York

bankruptcy" According to Secretary of Treasury, William

Sj-mon, "...No document existed which summarized with any

clarity the income and expenses of the City. No document

provided a straightforward accounting of assets and

tiabilities. " 2

This, it should be noted, is the most exceptional

form of the mismanagement problem; what most metropolitan

financial departments have been guilty of is something far

less than this and may more properly be termed "undermanagement".

1 "Twenty Critical Decisions That Broke New York City",
New York, 27 October , L975, p. 35.

2_- John Peterson and Joy Jaeckle , "!{ashington Update",
Government Finance, August L975, p. 4
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This poor financial performance has resul-ted , for example,

in the City of Saskatoon losing money on the investment of

theír pension fund contributions over Lhe last twenty years.

It is evidenced that municì-pal financial officers

have generally approached, their task in the past on a rather

ad hoc basis and stj-l-l continue to cling to old established

methods of management even in the face of much needed

financial performance improvement. One reason advanced for

this preoccupation with the status quo is that urban admin-

istrators -- unlike their provincial and federal counterparts

are known to the public, and cannot hide beyond the classic

shield of anonymity. As a result:

.. .municipal management frequently becomes defensive in
the face of demands for change and seeks to preserve
the method,s and procedures wLrich have served them well
in avoiding difficult s ituations or disruptions in the
continuity of administration. Until quite recently,
municipal management seemed to exhibit, because of the
nature of its position¡ âh excessive concern with the
preservation of the status quo and to manifest reliance
on- precçdent as the determining factor in decision-
maj<l_ngi . -

Another reason for the lack of any improvement in

the sophistication of municipal financial practices is, in

the opinion of this author, the absence of any incentive to

do otherwise. In the example of the troubled firm Ín the

private sector, superior managerial- performance is demanded,

with the very survival of the company at stake. Metropolitan

governments, on the other hand, "muddle through" their

budgetary and financial control precesses, and uti-lize pro-

cedures which have been in existence for thirty years or more

I- Plunkett, Financial Structure of Municipal Government,
p. 6s.
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If expenditures outstripped revenues in any one year, they

could merely increase the "price" or reduce the "size"of
their product without any attendant loss in " sales". After

all, there is no competitor to whom they could be lost"
Most obvious of the antiquated and inefficient

financial management practices of local government is its

budgetary process. Most urban giovernmentsutil-ize a "bottom-

up" approach to budgeting. This involves a series of steps

wherein individuals and groups prepare initial estimates

which are then reviewed at the section or branch level

according to some standard guidelines. These are ultimately

assembled by department heads who assess and revise them

before passing them for final review to the Chief Financial

Officers and City Council.

The end result (of this process) is that the final budget
assemblage of indívidual components is extremely difficuJ-t
to evaluate t or dynamically assess in the context of
alternative allocations of financial resources. This
type of process tends to lead to expenditure patterns
in which each year's expenditures are greater than the
year before. Typically, budgets being proposed for the
next year tend to be computed by examining the previous
year's budget and. adding a marginal addition to reflect
the need to provide more serviceg as a result of the
general growth of the community. l

Furthermore, this system of budgeting makes it extremely

difficult for financial officers to ultimately determine if

revenue requests of individual branches, departments, etc.

are really necessary; to examine the trade-offs between

competing departments; to rel-ate the budget to cj-ty-wide

I
System",

Donald F. Blumberg, "Promus
Governmental Finance, Mây,

An Urban Management
L974, p. 9.
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priorities and reguirements; and to dynamically evaluate the

total need for governmental services in light of exísting

r"rr.rrrr"=.1 "This is particularly rel-evant because revenues

are not fixed each year, but are, to some extent, a function

of the budgets finally deríved.. " 
2

In addition to this inefficient budgetary process,

most local- governments suffer from a lack of evafuation

standards against which to measure their performance.3 Orr"

critic states that ". .. the problem has been that, üp until

now, many in government. ".have been apathetic to the existence

of standards. As Jackson Phillips, senior vice-president and

director of municipal bond research at Moody's puts it,

I l-.brcl "

2 _-._
l-.bl- d. .

3_' It should be noted here that measurement of
productivity and output in the urban public sector presents
some rather diffj-cult problems. In the case of measuring
output , for instance, significantly different results will
be obtained depending on the unit of measurement beging
utilized, whether it be phlrsical area, population, number
of households, etc. The major problemwith measuring
productivity, on the other hand, is that the "product" in
question often has a very long production run (e.9., ed.ucation)
once the product has been created, moreover, much of its
resultant benefit is expropriated by the private sector.
The probl-em of poor performance i-n the allocation of resources
is due, to a large degree, to these difficulties.

It should also be noted that this allocation problem
is further exacerbated by the polítical process" ?fhile in
theory it is the political process that assures an optimal
utilization of funds, it is often the contrary in practice.
Many times, large amounts of funds are expended as a resul-t
of political expediency, lobbying, "grandstanding" on the
part of the politico, or as a result of a trade-off, with no
consideration given at all for its fiscal consequences.
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'There has been a rather monumental indifference.' " 1

Other difficul-ties in the area of municipal managiement

which are acting to exacerbate the urban fiscal problem have

been identified and include the following:2

1. Lack of effectj-ve general management concepts necessary

to coordinate functional operations.

2. Lack of developed internal management information systems.

3. Lack of personnel mobility limiting career development.

4. Organizational rigidity acting to stiffle innovative

management techniques.

5. Lack of budget appropriations aimed at general managiement

education.

How, then, in light of this, wouJ-d one evaluate the

management performance of the City of Winnipeg's adminis-

tration? On the surface, it would appear that financial

management within the City is very satisfactory indeed. On

the New York bond market they have been granted an rrAÄrt

rating, one of the highest of any North American city and

second in Canada only to Toronto and Ottawa. Further in-

vestigation, however, would l-ead one to a very different

concl-usion.

Financial- mismanagement has been experienced within

the City of Winnipeg in a variety of degrees, ranging from

shortsightedness to inefficient practices to out-and-out

corruption. Consider the following:

I Peat Marwick Mitchetl & Co., "Municipal Financíal
Officers' Association", Vüor1d, Vol. 10, No. 1 (Winter L976),
p. 27.

2 _-- Plunkett, Financ.Lal Structure of Municipal Government,
p" 64"
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1. Wj-nnipeg is not free of the taint of corruption. In

his annual report, the City Auditor states that "...duringi

1975, I was not able to give a favorable opinion on the

financial statements of the (East Kildonan Parks Board)

because the then Director of Recreation was convicted and

imprisoned for stealing City assets. The total value of

the assets stolen could not be determi-ned. " 
1

2. The Charleswood Recreation Commission v/as able to

construct a new $60,000 recreation building without approval

of council or the Board of Commissioners and without being

included. in ei-ther the current or capital budgets. The

Commission used funds which \^iere charged to seven different

current accounts in order to finance the capital project,

and the case \^/as not uncovered until the year-end audit was

performed.

3. According to City AuditorL.E. Marks, the l-975 realty

tax rate was approximately four mills higher than necessary

merely as a result of poor bud,geting performance. Revenue

estimates for L975 proved to be approximately $6.1 million

less than actual revenues generated. ff the budget had been

"more realistic", the result coul-d have been a four mill

property tax decr"u.=".2

4. In addition to this inadequate budget performance,

Mr. Marks has also cited deficiencies in the city's short-term

I _..- City of Winnipeg, Report of The City Auditor To The
Council of The City of Win

2 Winnipeg Free press, Augiust L9, 1976
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financial management practices. rn his annual audit report,
he states that the various boards and commissions of the city
were able to accumulate excess funds during L975 at the same

time as the city itsel-f was payì-ng to its bank overdraft

interest" These excess funds, in turnf were invested by

the boards at a lower rate of interest than that avai_l_able

to the City at large:

Grants were paid to the boards far in excess of their
needs. These excess funds were invested in revenue
bearing investments, a method of earning revenue not
availabl-e to City departments performing the same type
of function...The effect of these excess payments to
the boards and commissions is that the amount of excess
funds available for j_nvestment by the City as a whole,
is reduced. This in turn means a loss of revenue to the
City because of the better rate of return earned, Ì:y the
City on its large deposits. The boards earn a lower
rate on their smaller deposits but these funds are used
in only one community. Therefore, the taxpayers as a
whole, are the l-osers in this situation. During the
early part of the year, the city was actually in an over-
draft positíon and was paying bank overdraft interest
while paying funds to the boards who_ did not need the
funds ànã wére in Lurn investi-ng it..1

5. It is quite possible that the City may be caught

shortsighted with respect to its employee pension plan. The

amount of pension paid to civic employees is based upon their

salary Ín the last five years of employment. rnflation has

pushed this salary l-evel far above what it was ever antici-
pated to be years ag,o when necessary deductions and con-

tributions were made.2

I- City of Winnipeg,
2_- Interview with Mr.

Finance, City of Winnipegr

Report of the City Auditor, p" l-4.

John Gee, Head of Committee on
April L976.
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6" Like many other cities, winnipeg is suffering from

inertia with respect to its accounting and financial practices.
rn late August of 1976, civic finance committee was moved

to recommend that a consultant be retained in order to design

a more efficient accounting, budget control_ and financial
reporting system, the total cost of which may exceed $300,000.

The reason for the recoÍìmendation was that the present system

is becoming rapidly outdated. The system ". . . is essentially
that developed for the former city of winnj-peg (now the

rnner city) in the late 1950's. rt results in late delivery
of expenditure reports, inadequate control on outgoing pay-

ments and costly accountj-ng duplication. ,,1

7. The budgeting process within the City of Winnipeg

fol-lows the "bottom-up" approach as outlined previously. Not

surprisingly, this results in many of the accompanying

inefficiencies usually resultant from such a process. For

instance, the police department received a budget appro-

priation in 7976 for the hiring of 66 additional constables.
According to the department head, this addition was an

absolute necessity; however, Mr. Jim Gilmour, city Treasurer,
is convinced that the increase j-s unnecess ãTy, and wilr have

no impact on city-wide crime rates. He believes that it was

purely a political decision, and was made possible through

the combination of inefficient budget procedures and. over-

zealous department heads.2

I __.- Winnipeg Free Press, August 18, I976.
,-- Interview with Mr. J.C. Gil_mour, City Treasurer,

City of Winnipeg, Ju1y, L976.
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Another example given by Mr" Gilmour of the

ineffíciencies resulting from the city's budgeting process

l-ies in the area of recreation. over the past several years,

the recreation budget has continued to rise at an "alarming"
rate. The reason that ít has been allowed to do so,

according to Mr. Gilmour, is that the budget is based partty

on the previous year's allocation, and partly on the

recoÍtmendations of the individual community committees, who

carry a substantial amount of influence but who also do not
often take note of the outcome of their actions.l vÍhat is
more, it i-s very seldom that an inflated. recreation budget

wil-I be voted down by city council; councillors view

recreation programs and facil-ities as "vote-getters" which

will maxi-mize their favor with local voters.

B " The city of v'iinnipeg suf fers f rom a lack of personnel

mobility which timits career development. This makes it very

difficult for civi-c administration to retain young persons

with abundant potential. The main reason for this is the

fact that seniorj-ty within particular departments ranks as

a higher priority than does the qualifications of individual

prospects in the filling of positions and the granting of
promotions. It is almost impossible to retain highly-

qualified young employees under such a system; very few will

remain with an employer when they continue to be refused

promotions and higher positions for which they are often the

most quarified candidate, merely because they lack seniority.

1 rbid.
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It is quite evident from the foregoing, then, that
the city of winnipeg administratíon suffers from many facets
of mismanagement ranging from oversightedness to blatant
attempts at swindling. And, given the fact that they possess

on of the highest municipal ratings in the country, thj-s is
very disturbing indeed"

ft is also quite evident that, whire this rack of
efficient management could be tolerated in the past, it can

no longer be in the present economic milieu. As the forces
giving rise to the fiscal squeeze continue unimpeded, a

higher level- of competency will be demanded. overcoming

these inadquacies, however, may be a fairly formidable task.
Because of the very metropolitan expenditure -- revenue gap

that is demanding improved management, there is little or no

money available for educational programs and for the search

for new approaches to municipal fiscal problems; the entire
budget, and then some, is being consumecl in order to merely

maintain existing services at present levels. An adclitonal

obstacle lying Ín the path of improved management performance

is ".. . the lack of any formal programmes in canadian post-

secondary educational institutions that are geared to the

requirements of urban management educati-on. fn fact, the

requirements still have to be adequately defined.,,l

I* Plunkett, Financial structure of Municipal Government,p" 65.
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POLTCTES OF THE PROVINCTAL AND FEDERAL GOVERNMENTS

while the fiscal position of metroporitan government

is affected directly by its own decisions and policies, it is
also affected indÍrect.ly -- but very significantly , by the
policies of higher levels of government over which they have

no control-. rmmigration policies once pursued by the Federal

Government, for example, had strong implications for the

larger urban centres, for it was the large metropolitan areas

which typically became home to immigrants who arrÍved with
litt.le education, rudirnentary employment skirls, and. a need

for extensive social services and pubric assistan.".l The

burden of assuming the costs of these social assistance

programs rested upon the shoulders of local- government,

although the real impetus for them was todged at a higher
level- of government.

l{ore recently, uneducated young rurali-tes have been

the victims of " forced" migration to the larger cities as

a result of provincial and federal policies regarding such

matters as agricultural production, Indj_an äffairs, and

northern development, with municipal taxpayers having to
assume the social costs associated with this type of migration.
The City of Vüinnipeg provides a fine example of this.

I This example, it should be noted, is a historical
one only. The thrust of recent canadian immigration policy
has been to exclude unskil-led immigrants from other countries.
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rn recent years, winnipeg has been the recipient of
substantial numbers of migrant rndj-ans and Metis. unhappy

with the life-style forced upon them by federal bureaucrats

in the department of rndian Affairs, the native people have

chosen to migrateto winnipeg in search of an alternative.
The alternative they do find, however, is not a pleasant one"

Burdened by a lack of form.al education, a dearth of job skirls,
and experiencing an acute degree of cul-tural shock upon arrival
in the urban milieu, these persons have immeasurably added to
the social costs of the city. rn effect, Lhe city is forced
to assume the financial responsibility of a national problem.

Estimates of the number of rndians living in winnipeg

rang'e from 17,000 to 35,000f; what is more, there is no doubt

that this number is growing annualry. This phenomenon has

grave implications for the city, both socially and financially
as is evidenced by the following:

The problem of the urban Indian is still submerged;
but it. festers in urban centres such as Winnipeg. ..
and much of the social pathology and the burden of the
public welfare programs of those cities has its source
in these oppressed and disadvantaged groups.2

Winnipeg, it should be noted, is by no means afone

in experiencing greatly increased social costs of internal
migrati-on resulting from policies over which they have no

control-. on the contrary, it would appear to be an almost

't* Neeginan Incorporated, Neeg,inan: A Native people's
Services Centre Buitding, (Winn d,io-Ei.----=--.----LJ tJl , j./. L¡

2 ,bid., p. z.



universal phenomenorÌ, which has

succinctfy by then-Mayor John V.

follows:

77

been summarized very

Lindsay of New York City as

over the last couple of decades, our cities have become
the guardians of the country's unwanted stepchil_dren.
I¡ie have inherited the Nation's problems of þoverty,race and class conflict, physical deteriora.ti-on, drug
addition, archaic public education systems, pollution"
over the last two decades, the chief-problems of the
country have grown and festered in these cities, and we_are the ones who have been asked to find the sorutions.l

There are other types of higher rever policy decisions
which are also acting to have a negative impact upon municipal
fj-nances. Tn Aùgust, 1976, for exampre, it was announced by

Premier Ed schreyer that impending new polici_es intended to
revamp federal spending on provincial- programs will cost
Manitoba an estim.ated $:o mirlion d.ollars.2 As a result,
major cutbacks in provincial spending have been j_n order.

This is sure to have some fi-nancial impact upon the
city of winnipeg, as the revenue loss effected by it " filters
down" to the local level. ft is certain to pull provincial
pursestrings even tighter when winnipegr s monetary needs are

discussed.

The foregoing is by no means a sound basis for
concluding that an impending financial crisis is being at
least partially brought to bear in winnipeg as a result of
indirect effects of senior government policy decisions;

Quoted in Pettengill and Uppal, Can Cities Survive?,p.7.1

2 Vüi¡nipeg Free press, August lB, Ig76
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\,vhat is more, it is rather absurd to consider this phenomonon

to even be an intrinsic part of the urban order. Howeverr' it

does serve notice that winnipeg is, in fact, the beneficiary

of at least some unfavorable financial side effects of
provincial and federal decisions; decisions that are duly

made without any regard for these side effects upon local

l-evel-s of government. And, while one may not be able to

consider this as a principle cause of the urban financial

crisis, it cannot be overlooked as a factor which is acting

to exacerbate this crisis, and whichwil-l continue to until

notice is taken of potential secondary effects of higher

level government decisions upon metropolitan government.
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CHAPTER III

CAUSES OF THE URBAN FINANCIAI CRISIS:

REVENUE SOURCES

The other pincer of the urban revenue expenditure

squeeze is the inability of present sources of income to

generate enough revenue annually to keep pace with the mush-

rooming level of necessary expenditures; and, in the years

to come, this situation has little prospect of improvement..

The municipal revenue base, quite simply stated, has become

obsolete rel-ative to the changi-ng magnitude of the function

of local giovernment.

INADEQUACY OF PRESENT SOURCES OF REVENUE

The major source of

governments is the property

tax was a most satisfactory

requirements.

revenue for most municipal

tax. Historically, the property

source of fundíng local service

For example, the services performed by municipal
governments in the ninteenth century \^/ere very limited
in scope and of purely local effect. A fairly l-ow rate
of property taxation could yield sufficient to finance
the very simple requirements of education, local roads
and the care for the poor. It did not impose any great
burden on the local taxpayer of the time for he was not
subject to the income tax and other forms of direct and
indirect taxation which d,id not make,their appearance
until well- into the present century.'

I* Plunkett, Financial Structure of Municipal Government,
p. 31.
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Since that time, however, the scope and nature of
urban governmenL acti-vities has changed, dramatically, and

the costs associated with this "new" function are skyrocketing

tremendously for a number of reasons; this point has just

been examined at length. unfortunately, locar government

stil-l relies upon the property tax for its principat source

of revenue; and¡ âs it will be pointed out, it is woefully
inadequate to meet the present-day revenue necessities of
local government. The major d.rawback of the property tax,
as it applies here, is that it is not directly responsive

to chang,es in economic grov,rth.l

I The property tax has al-so been criticized on severar
grounds ottrer than this; traditionally, the most serious
allegation has been that it is a regressive form of taxation.
one study that attempted to demonstra-te this was undertaken
by the Manitoba Government. The results tend to show that
the group least able to support the burden of taxation
the poor, spend a larger porti-on of their income on the taxed
object -- the dwelling. (Ministry of state for urban Affairs,
Human settlement). (rt should be pointed out, however, that
th@oint of view has Èeen challenged as of late,
and that some economj-sts are beginning to feel that the
property tax is, in fact, a progressive tax levy. See R. Bj-rd,
"The Incidence of The Property Tax: Old Wine iñ New Bottles?",
Canadian Public Pol-icy, Supplement, L976.)- f "äncern is that in several cases,
it discourages property improvement -- which would resurt
in an increase in property assessment and urtimately property
tax payable and encourages l-and holding for speculative
purposes. Vühat is more, it is a tax that is often imposed
upon people who receive no benefit from its expenditure;
the case of the elderly financj-ng education costs is a case
in point. However, the main concern of the author here with
the property tax lies only in the adequacy of the local
government revenue base in meeting current expenditure
requirements.
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It should be noted here that both the federal and

provincial governments possess a revenue base that is based

on one or more "g,rowth" tax levies (so called because they

rise automatically with increases in economic grovrth and

consumption expenditures) in the form of income taxes

(among others) and various consumption taxes respectively.

Municipal government, however, is not so fortunate.

Their principal source of revenue the property tax, is

anything but a growth levy. Total assessment, which

generally Iag behind market values and understate them by

up to B5eo ¡ changes relatively little from year to year as a

result of new constructíon and improvements to existing

structures. As a result, âny significant increase in revenue

is brought about by raising the level- of taxation per dollar

of assessment.

An American Study by Mushkin, Lupo, and Friedman

indicates that city revenues accounted for, on the most

part, by the property tax -- have historically risen at

about the same rate as the GNP, exhibiting an elasticity of

1.0. Hov¡ever, expenditures have been rising by a factor of

about 1.6 - L.7.L Clearly, then, the present revenue base of

most city governments cannot be considered to be sufficient to

evenmaintain existing levels Òf services, never mind the future

1 p"ttirrgitl and Uppal, Can Cities Survive?, p. 87.
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expenditure requirements which will be experienced as a

resuft of causes previously examined"

The impact of this inadequate revenue base over time

can be seen when compared to total go\./ernment revenues and

expenditures " Tables 6 and 7 present the percentages of

total govern¡nent revenue accruing to different levels and

percentages of total expenditures by different levels.

TABLE 6

PERCENTAGES OF TOTAI GOVERNMENT REVENUE ACCRUING TO
DIFFERENT LEVELS BEFORE AND AFTER TRANSFER PAY¡4ENTS

1953 L962 L974

PRE POST PRE POST PRE POST
TRÄNSFER TR.ANSFER TRÄNSFER TF¿,NSFER TRANSFER TRANSFER

zzzzze"
Federal 67.7 63.8 55.9 46.8 51.5 40-7
Provincial 16 "9 19 " 5 26.5 20 .6 33. B 28 - 6
Local I3.4 L6.7 I7.2 25.8 10.3 L9 -4

Source: Ministry of State for Urban Affairs, Human Settlement.

TABLE 7

PERCENTAGES OF TOTAI GOVERNMENT EXPENDITURES
BY DIFFERENT LEVELS

LEVEL

Federal
Provincial-
Local

1953(U) L962(e") L974(Z)

62"3
tB.2
19 .5

48.1
20 .0
25.4

4L.I
28 .9
2T. B

TOTAL ($mil-lions) ç6,BLZ $13,197 $55'043
Percent of cNP 26.42 30.72 39.r2

Source: Ministry of Stäte for Urban Af fairs, Hqma¡ llettlement"
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The implications are clear:

While in (the l-950's) expenditures by the three levels
of government were marked by some differences, the mag-
nitude of these differences v/ere greatly increased over
time...It can therefore b'e concluded that...the financial
impact of local government in Canada in terms of expen-
ditures has been dimÍnished compared to the other two
levels of government. And the trend indicates a probable
further- erosion in the impact of l-ocal government in the
future. I

This trend is afso present in the pattern of total

government revenue distribution over time; in fact, it is to

an even more alarming degree.

In the context of this discussion, w€ can now turn

to an assessment of the adequacy of revenue sources of the

Cit.y of Winnipeg in meeting their expected future financial

reguirements. Accordíng to the L976 current estimates,

realty taxes presently account for 522 of revenue raised to

cover the municipal portion of Winnipeg's budget (i.e.,

excl-usive of education requirements). This proportion has

remained relatively constant since L972, when it was 52.92.

The percentage of revenues raised through the realty

tax for all purposes, however, is a different story. The

çL92 million in property taxes levied in I976 represents

662 of the total current budget. (By way of comparison,

this f,igure was 65.8U in L972). Thus, the dependency of the

City of Winnipeg upon the property tax as a revenue source

is an enormous one; and the fact that the property tax is

I Donald
and Politics",

J.H. Higgins
unpublished

, "Urban Canada: fts Government
manuecript, p. 79.
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not a "gro\.n/th" tax levy becomes very crucial here because

of this"

The fol-lowing projection (portions'of which have

been presented previously) is an estimate of the revenues

that will be made available to the City o\zer the next five

years by its currently existing revenue structure.

Columns 1 through 3 represent an estímate of the

City's municipal revenue for the period L977-1981, assuming

present tax rates are held constant; these were first

presented as part of Table 2 and are reproduced here noting

the same assumptions. Columns 4, 5 and 6 are the author's

estimates of the revenue avail-able to the city for education

purposes, as found in Table 5. Column 7 is the total of

these and is a projection of the City's expected revenue

stream for the next five years.

The inadequacy of this revenue stream is clear. The

anticipated average annual increase of some B.5A will barely

be abl-e to cover the anticipated rise in expenditures to be

caused by inflation. Of the $23 million d,oll_ar increase in

revenues estimated for 1977, all but some $S million will be

consumed by inflation; and¡ ân additional $1.S million must

be set aside to cover added debt charges for new capital

works projects already approved..l This leaves almost nothing

to cover anticipated increases in expenditures resulting from

other sources such as an expected $18 million jump in

required education expenditures -- which have been discussed

I __.- Winnipeg Free Press, l0 September, 1976.
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earlier in this piece of research"

The outlook for the next five years, moreover, appears

even more bleak indeed. Over the period 1977-198I, increases

in expenditures arising from inflation will be in the order

ofsome $112 milliont or over 602¡ required education expen-

figures may rise by as much as $130 million (representing an

additional 54.3 mills based on projected 19BI total taxable

assessment); and current debt and finance charges will rise

by about $65 million in order to finance necessary capital
1progirams*. At the same time, however, the "natural" rate

of increase in revenues will be between B% and 9% annually,

for a total increase of only $f45 mill-ion. Obviously, the

revenue-expenditure gap resulting from this can be considered

to be nothing short of alarming.

Unless the revenue structure of the City of Winnipeg

is radically modified in the near future, thenr wê can expect

them to begin experiencing severe fiscal dj-stress. Present

revenue sources vested primarily in the property tax, are

insufficient to maintain existing services even at present

leve1s. Anticipated future expendítures that will be

encountered wil-l outstrip existing revenues so greatly, that

to rely on the property tax as a principle source of local-

revenue is a hopeless task" (The only alternative avail-able

at present, of course, is a combination of continually

increasing property tax rates and/or cutbacks in the level

of services provided; however, this alternative itself is a

1* These estimates have been made elsewhere in this
document.
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very limited one; property taxes in winnipeg have been

increasing astronomically over the past fev,r years, and may

now be nearing some maximum "ceiling"'; on the other hand,

the city would be hard-pressed to find many areas in which

services coul-d be cut without drastically harming Winnipegers'
quality of life.)

LACK OF PROVINCTAL AND FEDERÄI
FINANCTAL ASSISTANCE

In order to al-leviate the financial burden upon l_ocal
government, provincial and federal assistance, sometimes in
substantial amounts, has been extended to them in various
forms of cost-sharing agreernents. They have, in some rare
instances, even granted cities a "share" of their own growth

taxes by allowing them to levy a minimal tax rate oh, for
example, liguor, cigarettes, and general sales.

rndeed, the concept of transfers of money from higher
l-evel-s of government is supported by many sound arguments,

including the following:

1. Metropolitan services are often util-ized by people

who do not reside within that particular city. (Even tourists,
by way of example, must rely upon police protection. )

2- Many increased expenditures incurred by rocal
government are the direct result of provincial and federal_

policies. This has been discussed in some detail above.

3. rt may be arg,ued that local government should not
have to bear the majori-ty of education expenses when it has

been proven that the probability of a person residing for
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the remainder of his l-ife in the city in which has was

publicly educated is far l-ess than 502.1 (rndeed, there is
very little, if âtry, argument supporting l-ocal government

having to finance education progirams at al_l.)

4. Costs of metropolitan servi-ces should be d,istributed

on the basis of ability-to-pay, according to who will receive
benefit, or some other concept that guarantees some measure

of equity in taxation.

5. our society is no\¡/ an urban one, and wirr continue to
become even more urbanized in the foreseeable future. The

fact that as much as 942 of our population may be living Ín
urban centres by the year 2oor2 obviously implies that urban

expenditures will be the dominant function of the public

sector; local- government is beginning to "be where its at,'.
what is more, since local- expenditure decisions are best made

at the local l-evel-, then one must conclude that 1ocal

metropolitan governments should be granted a much larger

share of the overall public revenue base than they now possess.

The case for increased transfer payments to local
governments is a strong one, both in terms of the above

arguments and relatj-ve to the previous díscussion of the

inadequate municipal revenue base. And, it would seem that

the provinces have responded in an encouraging manner.

However, one study of transfer payments concludes that to

consider only the absolute l_evel of grants made by the

Pettengill and

Lithwick, Urban

Uppal,

Canada

Can Cities Survive?, p. 115 .
1

2 , P. 45.
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provinces is very misleading. It goes on to state that:

It is evident from a review of the data, both in terms
of provincial aggregates, groups of municipalities and
individual- cities, that whil-e provincial grants and
contributions have increased in absol-ute terms, the
yield from the property tax has also increased in the

the property tax.

The ProvÍnce of Manitoba is a case in point with

respect to the City of Vlinnipeg. Provincial g.overnment

grants to the City amounted to some fiZZ million in I976i

however, the majority of these \^7ere eonditional in nature.

What is more, it is apparent that they have had no impact

at al-l in lessening Winnipeg's dependence upon the property

tax. fn 1972, 65.82 of City expenditures were rnet via the

property tax; b]t i-976 in spite of increased provincial

grants this figure had risen slightly to 66.0z.

It should be apparent from the research presented

herej-n that any solution to Vüinnj-peg's present fiscal

situation must begin with a restructuring of its revenue base

so as to include some form of growth tax or taxes that have

a fairly lucrative potential for revenue generation. Ideally,

this would take the form of the Provincial government granting

some portion of its own growth tax base to the CiLy.2

'l- Plunkett, Financial Structure of Municipal Government,

)- In April, L976, the Province did state that it would
allow Winnipeg to levy a variety of growth taxes of their own.
Horvever, this offer was rejected by City council at that time,
a decision with which the author is in complete agreement.
This form of financial aid from the Province cannot be regarded
as being acceptable for reasons which will- be discussed further
in Chapter V.

Jö

same proportion. There is not much evidence yet to
indicate that the sidies
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Sadly, there is no likel_ihood of this being the case.

Premier Ed Schreyer has stated on many occasions that Manitoba

will not forfeit any of their own tax revenue to the city.
This was reiterated once again earlier this year when urban

Affairs Minister saul Miller announced that ". . . the city of

Winnipeg shouldn't expect any significant increase in

financial assistance from the Province this year,,.1

T o make matters even more bleak is the fact that

there seems to be little hope of senior government -- either
provincial or federal increasing the level of transfer
payments in any substantial amount in the foreseeable future.

Hj-gher level-s of government are themserves feeling the impact

of inflation artd as a result, they are not very willi_ng to
part with sizeable amounts of their own revenue dollars.

Transferring of substantial- revenues to the local level would

result in either the provincial- or federal government having

to cut back their own programs drastically or erse raise

their own tax rates -- something that is an unfavorable

alternative to politicians at any level of government. one

author sees it this \,vay:

Despite all this support for revenue sharing, the federal
government feels the same basic fiscal problems that
confront.. . cities. When its expenditures rise as theirs
do, for whatever reason, funds must be found. This means
raising taxes, finding new sources of revenue, cutting
other expenses t or borrowing. Higher federal taxes on
personal incomes or corporate profits are viewed as
unfavorably in (Ottawa) as higher property or sales
taxes at home, and the other choices are also distasteful_.

I

2

Winnj-peg Free Press,

Pettengill and Uppal,

March I976.

Can Cities Survive?, p. 153.
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More specifically, the Province of Manitoba has just

recently arìnounced that it is embarking upon an austerity

program in a bid to reduce this coming year's planned

expenditures by as much as $:O mill-ion. Reporting further

on this development, newspaper coverage of the announced

cutbacks adds that ". . . if the cutbacks fail to provide the

needed saving, the Premier said the government will- have to

consider healthy increases in provincial income taxes. " 
1

The reason for these measures is the loss of expected

provincial revenue in the order of some $ 30 million resulting

from proposed new federal government policies; this point

has been discussed earlier.

I Winnipeg Free Press, fB August, Lg76.
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CHAPTER IV

SYNOPSIS

These, then represent the major causes of the "urban

financial crisis", âs defined earlier, along with an attempt

to demonstrate the extent to which they will affect the

fiscal- viabil-ity of the City of VJinnipeg. These causes are

summarized bel-ow.

A. CAUSES OF RISING URBAN EXPENDITURES

1. Inflation. fnflatÍon is a universal phenomenon of

our times and urban government is not exempt from its effects.

It seems, in fact, that several- features intrinsic to the

nature of local government operations leaves it vulnerable to

the ravages of spirallíng inffation to a far greater degree

than is theprivate sector or even other levels of the public

sector. It is the greatest source of increasing urban

expenditures at present.

2. Rising Populations and Increasing Urbanization.. The

demographíc trends whi-ch are being experienced in Canada at

present and which are expected to intensify in the future

are nothing short of alarming. It is forecast that by the

year 2001, seventy-three percent of our entire population

will be located in but twefve urban centres. The implications
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of this with regards to public expenditures necessary to
provide basic urban services in these centres are sel-f-evident.

3" Metropolitan Development Policy" Given that our

present urban centres will continue to experience sustained

grovrth, there are several alternative ways in which this

growth can be accommodated. on the one extreme is completely

decentralized growth; on the other is a growth policy of

highly centralized development; in between lie an infinite

number of combinations of the two. As has been alluded to,

the costs of providing urban services within these al-ternative

patterns of growth may differ dramatically.

4. Demand of City People for More and Better Services.

In the period since Wor1d Vüar If , local- government has been

forced to provide some services at much higher levels of

amenity than hitherto necessary, and other services which

were previously not provided by them at atl. In addition,

sociological and cultural changes have acted to shíft the

emphasis in local governnìent operations from relatively

inexpensive maintenance and regulatory activities to costly

construction and capital investment.

5. A Rising Payrol-l. Many city governments have a

tendency to blindly increase their departmental- staffs

without much regard for the resulting benefits. A combination

of overzealous department heads, a lack of production standards,

and bureaucracy have allowed this to happen.

6. Äging of City Infrastructure. Many American cities
have been experiencing spiralling costs connected with
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replacement of central city infrastructure, due to aging and

obsolence. While cities in Canada do not face this problem

to the same extent due to their relative newrress, they will-

nevertheless encounter considerable costs in the foreseeable

future for its repair and maintenance.

7. Rising Burden of Education Expenditures. Local-

government has been forced to assume an ever-increasing level

of expenditure for education purposes, despite the fact that

they have no control over the total amount of the required

expenditure or the manner in which it is spent. This is

resulting in a decreasing proportion of its property tax

revenue being available for the provision of purely municipal

services.

B. Financial Mismanagement. Some cities, notably New

York, have been the victims of outright financial mismanagement

and corruption. Other cities, however, have also experienced

increased costs because of "undermanagement". Because of

the lack of any standards, and the absence of the profit-

motive, urban governments have proven to be very inefficient

business administrators.

9 . Provincial and Federal Policies. Policies of higher

levels of giovernment can drastically affect cities financially.

Most importantly, they can affect the rate, type, and pattern

of urban growth, which in turn have differing financial

implications for the delivery of local services.
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Ð INADEQUATE REVENUE SOURCES

1. Inadequacy of Present Sources of Revenue" Urban

government, it has been pointed out, relies primarily upon

the property tax for their necessary revenue. Because it

lacks a buil-t-in "gtrowth" feature, it is proving grossly

inadequate in keeping pace with expenditure requirements,

which are skyrocketing for those reasons cited above.

2. Inadequacy of Assistance from Higher Levels of

Government. While their source of revenue is both inadequate

and unfair, cityfathers have little hope of receiving assis-

tance from above. Provincial governments, and the federal

giovernment too, are experiencing an economic squeeze and are

not willing to part with sizeable portions of their revenue

dollars.

TIIE CITY OF WINfNIPEG

In add.ition, the following is a very brief sunìmary

of the major findings of this research concerning the financial

future of the City of Winnipeg:

l-. Inflation is expected to cause operating expenditures

of the City of Winnipeg to increase by approximately $18.3

million in L977. Over the five year period to 1981, cost

increases due to inflationary pressures will total almost

$112 million.

2. From what little data there is avaÍlable, it seems

that the City is experiencing, and wil-1 continue to experience,

decreasing returns to scale rvith respect to the provision
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of municipal services"

3" Winnipeg's highly decentral-ized pattern of development

may be carrying with it some very dire financial consequences.

While this point may be almost impossible to definitively

prove, one thing is certain: if it does happen to be the

case that decentralization of development demands signíficantly

higher expenditures forthe provision of municipal services

relative to centralized development, then the City of Vüinnipeg

has presented itself with an ominous financial problem.

4. The City is caught on the horns of a dilemma with

respect to its capital programming requirements. If they

decide to limit capital expenditures to a "safe" level of

$50 million annuallyr âs is the case with their "least cost"

approach to the five-year capital budget, many needed projects

will be eliminated, servj-ces witl be cut substantially in

many areas, and total costs may even be increased in the

long-run. On the other hand, if they decide to fund the

entire five-year capital budget, they will- certainly find

themselves in financial- turmoil. What is more, many projects

which wil-l become necessary in the near future are not even

included in this five-year budget, notably a $300-$400 million
aquaduct.

5. Despite the fact that. council had adopted a policy of

freezíng employment at the 1972 l-evel, the number of permanent

cj-vic employees continues to grov/ almost at will.

6. Aging infrastructure presents little or no problem

in Winnipeg either at present or in the foreseeable future.
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7 " If required eCucation expenditures forced upon the

City by the Provincial government continue to increase at

present rates, property taxes wíIl have to be raised by over

54 mills by 19Bl merely to cover this one item of expenditure.

B. The City of Winnipeg suffers from inferior management

performance, ranging from shortsightedness to out-and-out

swindling. While it is impossible to calculate the increased

costs imposed by this, it is evident that it is contributing

at least partially to the financial crisis.

9. There is some evidence to support the notion that

policy decisions of higher levels of government have had at

least some financial impact upon the City. However, evidence

at this ti-me is too sketchy to estimate the extent of this

impact.

10. While the current budget has increased by some 952

since 1972, and can be expected to continue to increase in

a similar manner in the near future, Winnipeg's revenue

sources are not sufficient with vrhich to keep pace. If mill-

rates are to remain constant at L976 level-s, then City

revenue can be expected to experience an annual average

increase of about 8.5%.

11. Fj-nancial assistance to the City from the Provincial

government seems to be a virtual impossibility at this time.
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CHÄPTER V

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The foregoing treati-se has been an attempt to demon-

strate that, given present conditions, all large Canadian

cities can expect to experience fiscal distress in the very

near future, including bankruptcy in some cases. In an

attempt to prove this hypothesis, a case analysis was made

of one particular cíty -- Winnipeg, utilizing that framework

developed in formulating the hypothesis and advancing the

author's argument for the generalized case.

There were, in all, eleven causes or conditions

advanced as being at the cause of the impending urban crisis.

Of these eleven, it would appear that as many as nine of them

have at least some implication for the financial future of

the City of Winnipeg. And, of these nine, six seem to be

serious enough to conclude that, íf present conditions persíst

unabated, Vtinnipeg is indeed facing imminent bankruptcy.

It must be cautioned at this point that the findings

of this particular piece of research must be considered as

being prel-iminary only. Because of the very complexity of

the problem involved, much of the research \^/as, by necessity,

very superficial. Indeed, some of the reasons advanced as

being the " seeds of doom" for cities financially would require

a major treatment in themselves j-n order to draw any definite
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conclusions" Moreover, at least one of the hypothesized

causes d.ecentralized urban development -- may be impossible

to conclusively prove at all.

Despite this incompleteness, however, some very strong

indications of urban financial problems and the future fiscal

viability of cities are borne out. Generallys¡naking, it. can

be concluded from the research herein that the financial_

structure of urban government is obsolete. Up to some thirty

or forty years âgo, local government was, in all respects,

the "third level-" of government. Its role was very limited,

and the scope of this activities incl-uded little more than the

provision of some very basic "housekeeping" services. At that

tirne, the property tax provided a quite sufficient revenue

base; the then very modest costs of the provj_sion of education,

road gradj-ng, and the allocation of municipal sewer and water

services changed very l-ittle from year to year.

All this has changed, however. Our population, for

all intents and purposes, is rapidly becoming entirely

urbanized, and this is revolutionizing the scope and very

nature of local grovernment. Being an urban people, the

majority of our probleins and the bulk of our social- and public

sector needs are also urban in nature. The primacy of local

government is rapidly increasing; coincidentally, the

expenditures of local giovernment operations are rising at

astronomical rates for a multitude of reasons that have been

outlined here. If urban government is beginning to assume a

position of primary importance in the hierarchy of our
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national giovernment structure, as it appears to be doing,

then j-ts revenue needs can also be expected to do the same.

Unfortunately, however, while the role of local

government is changing so drastically, its revenue structure

is not. The property tax remains the primary source of

urban revenue, and, while at one time it could be considered

to be adequate, given the limited function of local giovernment,

it is now totally inadequate.. For any level- of government, or

private business, for that matter, to be forced to rely upon

a revenue source with such a limited growth potential as the

property tax, when its expenditures are climbing at unpre-

cedented rates, is a sure invitation to fiscal calamity.

No one can question the necessity of the provisÍon

of an adequate level of basic urban services to our bur-

geoning mass of city dwell-ers; indeed, in a metropolitan

envi-ronment, most, if not all services of loca1 government

can be considered to be necessitities of life" f f we \^/ere

to suddenly find ourselves without any means of delivering

potable water to the city and having waste and garbage removed;

without the safeguards of police and fire protection; without

adequate lighting or without the benefit of sno\,v clearing

and traffic control; even without our much criticized

transporation network, then a clear d.anger to human survival

would certainly exist. In order for our population to exist

in. a densely-settled urban environment, we must become

totally dependent upon the provision of certain functions,

many of whj-ch, in a time gone past, could most ably be
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carried out on an individual basis. Yet, local giovernment

is becoming increasingly less able to provide these necessary

services because of an antiquated and obsolete public finance

structure.

It is said that local government is a creature of

the province. This is because it inherently has no legal

power and no taxing authority other than that which is dele-

gated to them by the provincial legislature. And, any change

that is made in these respective jurisdictions must be made

at the provincíal level. It is for this reason thd.much of

the responsibility for the fiscal 'malaise of Winnipeg lies

with the Manitoba government. It has become increasingly

evident to all loca1 politicians and administrators that the

City is not abl-e to function properly saddl-ed with its

gorssly insufficient revenue structure; and this limited

ability to provide adequate municipal services is certainly

about to deteriorate drastically in the very near future.

Yet, its hands remain tied, and the province refuses

to open its eyes to what is the most serious problem facing

Winnipeg -- and, as a resul-t, Manitoba itself , at present.

This neglect of the City of Winnipeg by the Province

has already been documented by the then -- lr{etropolitan

Corporation of Greater Winnipeg Planning Di-vision in a I97L

report, entitled "The Pl-ace of Greater lVj-nnipeg In The Economy

of Manitoba". The crux of this report is contained in the

following paragraphs:
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There is still the widely held view that the prairies
are still- rural and agricultural, that the prairie
economy is still- a wheat economy, and that the urban
centres of the prairies are still- agricultural serviie
centres...These views dominate much of our thinking,
and are refl-ected in many areas of government policy,
at al-l levels of government, including the federal.
The prairie provinci-al governments in particular are
powerfully possessed by thepersuasion that the prairies
are a farming community, and have persistently pursued
policies oriented toward the rural agricultural sector
of the society.l

In spite of this overwhel-ming contribution of the
metropolitan area to the economic l-ife of Manitoba,
successive provincial governments have developed and
pursued policies which virtually ignored the presence
of the city, or which seemed to be based on the assumption
that the city coul-d look after itself. The metropolitan
area of Vüinnipeg probably could look after itself very
satisfactorily, if it could retain all- of the revenues
which it produces and. v¡hich under present arrangements
are paid to the Province. Although metropolitan Winnipeg
provides 652 of all- provincial revenue from taxation
(Liquor Control- Commission profits, tobacco tax,
gasoline tax, motor vehicle license fees, personal income
tax, and revenue tax) and 662 of al-I the jobs in the
province, and contains 542 of the total population, it
receives only 9.52 of the provincial expenditure on
highway construction; and of all of the capital expen-
ditures by all levels of government in the province,
only about 35-402 is spent in the metropoli-tan area.
This unbalanced treatment of metropolitan V'/innipeg in
itself would be quite acceptable if the massive urban
problems now facing the metropolitan area could be
solved within the legislative powers and financial
resources now availabl-e to the urban governments. But
this is not the case. The metropolitan area is facing
a desperate situatj-on in which the intensity and extent
of its difficulties are increasing annually,^and its
po\^/ers and financial resources remain f ixed. z

This is precisely what is happening in the contemporary
city. The large city finds itself in a crisis situation;
and in very large measure the crisis is due to the fact
that our social and governmental institutions, that is,

I* Metropolj-tan Corporation of Greater Winnipeg, Planning
Division, The P1ace of Winnipeg in The Economy of Manitoba,
(!'üinnipe g,

2 tb:d.., p. 4
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the whol-e fabric of concepts, procedures, practices,
legislation, etc., which was created as the framework
within which the city woul-d be governed, has become
obsolete. It has not been able to adjust itself
rapidly enough or profoundly enough to accommodate the
changes which are taking place. The urban government
no\ir finds itself in the position of lacking the
statutory pov/ers and the financial resources necessary
to carry out its basic functions. The gap between the
things that must be done in the city in order to maintain
it as a fit place for human habitation, and our capacity
to do those things, is wideninq.r

These foregoing paragraphs speak for themselves,

placing much of the weight of responsibílity for the urban

financial problem squarely on the shoulders of the provincial

government. And, five years later, there has still been no

move on tre part of the Province to alleviate the ever-

worseni-ng sj-tuation.

to Winnipeg's financial

if some major move

would represent a

crisi-s. Premier

Schreyer made an offer to the City under which they would l:e

abl-e to levy their own growth taxes with the choice of

taxes being at the discretion of the City, and which would

even be collected by the Province on their behalf. Super-

ficially, thj-s appeared to some to be the panacea for the

problem; however, this alternative should not and cannot be

viewed as a viable solution by any means and may even

aggravate the probl-em further rather than curing it.
Under the offer, not one ad,ditional cent of provincial

revenue would be turned. over to the City; all taxes collected

r t¡i¿

Tn early

was final-ly being

partial solution

L976, it did appear as

made by Manitoba that

, P.2
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would be over and above those already being levied by all

three levels of government. Instead of redivid.ing the

"public finance pie", the overall size of the pie is simply

being enlarged" This amounts to asking the taxpayers to

finance the solution to winnipeg's crisis. The answer is

not higher taxes, whi-ch are already at an almost unbearable

level (This especially holds true in Manitoba whose residents

are some of the most heavily taxed in canada and which boasts,

among. other things, a whopping 42\Z provincial income tax

rate.) Rather, the sol-uti-on is to be found in shifting

already existi-ng government revenues to where they are most

urgently needed -- at the local_ l_evel.

Now, if the conclusion suggested

i.e., the financial collapse of Winnipeg

by this research --

does, in fact

become a realì-ty, it is obvj-ous that the operations of the

City would be assumed by the Province; indeed, íf such an

occurrence \^iere to even become recognized as a distinct

probability, then steps would certainly be taken by the

Province in order to avert the impending crisis. The economic

consequences to be felt by the Province as a result of such

an event are surely not unknown to provÍncial poriticians.

What is not so clear, however, is the point at which

these steps will be taken. This becomes a very critical

question. The longer the Province delays in extending a

fi-nancial- solution to the City, the higher will- be the

ultimate costs of the present mal-aj-se. If bankruptcy must

become a real-ity before a solution is taken, then it may be
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too late; witness the world's first bankrupt city, New York,

which many experts believe will never be financially viable

again" Moreover, if the City were to be salvageable even

after-bankruptcy took p1ace, the economic dislocation of

provincial programs and employment caused by the abrupt

transfusion that would be necessary may be so severre as to

preclude the possibility of ever being able to effect an

adequate solution.

However, even delaying a year or two in initiating

a solution will result in tremendous cost. Many necessary

capiLal projects of the City must at present be postponed

because of the lack of funds. And, the cost of these projects

which must eventually be undertaken at some point in time

wil-l- only continue to increase enormously.

The time to act is now. The provincial government

must recognize the necessity of beginning a gradual progiram

of revenue transfer while there is still tíme for such a

longer-term al-ternative. By effecting a solution now, long-

run costs will be minimízed, disruption of existing provincial

programs will- be reduced, and the return on total tax dollars

spent would, be maximized.

Now, the foregoing passages would seem to indicate

that the provincial g.overnment is the villain of this drama

and that any hope of salvation lies with them and them al-one.

This is only partially true. There is one other area in

which a solution can -- and must, be found, and that involves

city expenditures.
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This is not meant to play down the importance of new

revenue sources to the City's survival; they are of critical

need. However, additional revenue will not adequately

solve the problem by itself if nothing is done about the

manner in which the City of Winni-peg operates.

As it was mentioned before, the function of urban

government has been radically altered over the past few

decades. It was also stated that available revenue sources

are no longer adequate to support this nevv function. However,

revenue sources are not the only thing that has failed to

keep pace with the changing times; Lhe manner in whích the

City approaches its roperations has also become who1ly

inadeguate. In fact, it may be safely said that if the City

of Winnipeg \^ras a private corporation, it would have been

out of business long ago.

It utilizes an accountj-ng and fj-nancial control system

that is twenty years out of date; it utilizes a totally

inadequate system of budgeting that has probably been used,

in one form or another, since year one (this inefficient

budgeting systery, for example, resul-ted in the I975 miIl rate

being approximatley four mills higher than need be); what is

more, it has no means with which to evaluate competing demands

between its various departments for l-imited tax dollars.

There is a complete l-ack of planning in therdevelopment

of the City. Instad of managing growth and directing it into

areas which it d.eems desirable, it merely provides services

in those areas where developers are most likely to want to

buitd i.e., the suburbs. And, the City takes absolutely
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no account of what the relative costs of this urban spravrl is

to them, and, ultimately, the taxpayer.

In a similar fashion, it continues to spend hundreds

of millions of dollars on the construction of roads to

accommodate the private automobile a most wasteful means

of intracj-ty movement, while completely ignoring public

transit -- a much more economical means of urban transportation.

Perhaps the greatest example of the City's inadequate

approach to managing itself is its five-year capital plan.

It terms this plan a "least cost" approach, yet a careful

analysis of it reveals that it is anything but "least cost'

and might ultimately serve only to aggravate the City's

fiscal problems even further.

In short, then, in order to avert a financial crisis,

the City must not only find additional sources of revenue,

but must also rationalize j-ts approach to its operations,

to the manner in which the City is developed, and to the

management of its finances. For the provincial- government

to grant substantial amounts of additional revenues to the

City without any concomittant attempt on theír part to begin

to deliver urban services in a more effective manner would

be comparable to trying to keep a bucket filled from a pump

without first patching up the leaks in it.

In conclusion, a strong improvement must be shown in

the managementperformance of the civic bureaucracy. To this

end, several recoflrmendations fo11ow herein. In addition,

substantial- improvement must al-so be exhibited in the hereto

very dubious track record of Unicity government and our city
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council. To this end, I would direct the reader to the

recommendations of the Taraska report"
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CHAPTER VI

RECOMME}JDATIONS

While the primary solution to the impending financial crisis

rests with the transfer of substantial- amounts of tax revenue

from the Province to the City, there are other steps that may

be taken that may signficantly alleviate the present fiscal

burden. Eleven causes \^zere advanced in this research as

contributing to the predicted financial distress of V,Iinnipeg.

Some of these, it should be noted, are beyond the control of

the City or anyone else¡ for example, inflation" Others,

however, do offer the chance for at least partial solution.

These are discussed in the following recornmendations:

1. Winnipegr s revenue structure must be altered so as

to al-low it to adequately fulfill its mandate in the provision

of necessary local- government services. This would involve

the transferring of a substantial amount of the provincial-

growth tax base to the City, and not the creation of new tax

revenue sources. An accurate estimate of the amount of

revenue that woul-d be necessary in order to make the City a

fiscally viable operation is very difficult to make at this

time; however, John Gee, Head of I{innipeg's finance committee

suggests that a transfer of 10% of provincial- growth taxes

would allow the City to deliver municipal services at an

adequate level without having to raise property taxes. This
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should become an immediate goal; and, if acted upon in the

very near future, could be accomplished in a very gradual

fashion, thus minimizing disloation of provincial government

operations "

2 " All costs of education should be assumed by the

provincial giovernment. Education cannot, in any way, be

considered to be a service that is local in nature; this
point has been stressed earl-ier. yet, winnipeg is required

to assume an ever-increasing, expenditure for this provincially-

administered program. vtrhat is more, it is simply incredible

that the city (or any local government, for that matter) is
forced to raise such a large vol_ume of reverrue for any

program when they have absol-utely no control over the total

amount that is to be raised and have absol-utely no authority

in deciding how it will be spent.

Winnipeg must now generate more revenue from its
property tax base for the benefit of the Provj-ncial- government

than is available to them from the same source for municipal

purposes. If the burden of education costs \^/ere lifted

entirely from the shoulders of the City, almost $100,000,000

in additional revenue would be available to them for their

own needs.

3- The Environmental PJ-anning Department shoul-d immedi-

ately begin an assessment of the relative costs of the very

decentrali-zed form of winnipeg's development versus a much

more compact alternative. It is only natural that the City

should endeavour to discharge i-ts mandate in themost effj-cient
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and economic fashion possible; yet, it is quite 1ikely that
its present practice of provi-ding services for a sprawling
suburban-type metropolitan area is anything but this.

The field of fiscal- impact analysis is a very new one,

and there is very little groundvrork on which to base the kind
of detailed assessment envisioned here. However, it is very

important, given the present financial position of the city,

that the true costs of al-ternative land development patterns

be known. By ignoring the electorate to which it is supposedly

responsible in order to cater to the whims of local developers,

it is very possible that city council is creating a city

structure that is totally uneconomical to service. The future

consequences of this may be dire indeed, and it must be

determined as soon as possibl-e what the financial implications

of our present development pattern are.

4. A strong improvement in management -- especially in

the area of financial management, must be exhibited by

winnipeg's civic administration. while the management per-

formance of vlinnipeg is no worse than the norms for local
government -- and, in fact may probably be quite superior,

it is nonetheless resulting in increased costs of runnj-ng

the city. As recommended by civic finance committee, a more

efficient accountingi, budget control, and financj-al- reporting

system shourd be adopted. rn addition, improvements should

be made in short-term financial management policy, the approach

taken to the budgetary process, and in personnel administration.
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It is clear that poor management performance is not

the major catalyst of the forecast urban financial crisis;

however, iL is equally clear that it is acting to exacerbate an

alread,y crltical problem situation. An improvement in manage-

ment efficiency, on the other hand, can go a long way in

"stemming the tide", at least until other necessary measures

can be instituted.

5 " An improved method for eval_uating competing demands

between its various departments for fimited tax dol-lars

should be adopted. At present, the City has very little

means at their dj-sposal with which to evaluate and compare

requests for budgetary increases and additional personnel-

from the various operating departments.

Idea1ly, this would take the form of a highly

sophisticated budgeting system, such as ppBS. Under such a

system, it would be possible to incrementally analyze budget

and personnel reguests of the various operating departments

in order to assess the necessity and relative benefit of each.

rndeed, if such a system were adopted, then the toal benefits

to be gained from the city's enti-re expenditures would be

maximi zed.

6. As much as may be feasible, the "demand," of Winnipeg's

residents for increased municipal services shoul-d be modified.

The best example of where this may be possible is ín the area

of urban transportation. There shourd be a heavy commitment

on the part of the city council towards the enhancement and

promotion of public transit as a more prominent means of
intra-urban transportation. Granted, this woul-d invol-ve an
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initial heavy capital investment in order to make the public

transit system a more attractive onei however, it is felt

that this will be financially beneficial in the long run.

It appears to be an almost common consensus that
public transit in winnipeg is a very inefficient venture

and not worthy enough to be the recipient of valuable tax-
payers' dollars; witness the $f¿ million annual d,eficit.

However, this $f4 million is a very trivial amount in

comparison to what is felt as being necessary in the way of

capital investment in our urban transportation system in

order to aid the movement of the private automobile. rndeed,

when viewed relative to the automobile, public transit is a

most efficient means of intra-urban transporation.

In concluding, it should be noted that, while the

major phenomenon precipitating the urban financial crisj-s is

an antiquated and obsolete revenue structure, the problem is

a two-sided one, involving both revenue and expenditure

factors" Indeed, of the eleven causes investigated, nine

were seen as being catalysts of skyrocketing expenditures.

This is refl-ected in the recommendations presented

here. New sources of funds ideally in the form of a

transfer of provincial growth taxes are a necessity if

financj-al collapse is to be averted; however, it is equally

as important to insLj-tute measures which witt act to massage

the problem from the expenditure perspective as well.

Refrecting this, all but one of the recommendations presented

invol-ve attempts to help recuce the spiralling expenditures

of the operations of the CiQzof Vüinnipeg.
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CHAPTER VTI

AREAS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

The field of urban finance may well represent the

most pressing and critical problem facing our cities today.

At the same time, however, it is a topic which is relatively

fresh and about which very littl-e is known.

For this reason, this piece of research must be

viewed as representing an attempt to merely scratch the

surface. Because of Lhe very nature of the problem the

discussion has tended to be a verywide-ranging one, with some

of the analysis, of necessity, being highly superficial.

This has been d.ue, for the most part, to the very limited

" state of the art" .

It j-s believed, for this reason, that one of the

greatest contributions of this document lies in the manner

in which it gives direction for further research. This is

not to say that the importance of the content of the research

herein shoul-d be played down; the author believes that there

is substantial merit in the findings of this investigation

and is firmly conv-inced of their validity. However, the

real value here may be found in the fact that this research

has opened some previously closed doors. Specifically, the

fol-l-owing are areas in which the author believes further

investigation is warranted in order to more properly under-

stand the urban fiscal problem before us.
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1" The relationship between population size and per

capita expenditures for servicing reguirements should be

more thoroughly investigated. Very superficial cost analysis

hints at the fact that cities may experience decreasi-ng

returns to scale with respect to servicing costs after they

reach a certain population threshold, and that this t}rreshold

may be as low as l-00,000 persons. This may or may not be

truer âs documentation of this phenom-enon is very fimited.

It may be, in fact, that per capit.a expenditure increases

experienced ín larger cities are 'resultant from factors

other than population g,rowth. The validity of this point

may have serious ramifications regarding the traditional

concepLs of new towns and satellite cities, with respect to

the assumptions under which thelz are promoted"

2. There are both substantial costs and substantial

benefits resultant from agglomeration. Generally, it seems

that most of the benefits accrue to the private sector, whil-e

the public sector must assume most of the costs. The actual

extent to which this ís true should be documented. It may

well be that rising urban expenditures are, in part, due to

the lack of a social accounting system in our economy.

3. A fiscal impact analysis should be made in order to

ascertain the relatj-ve cost to loca1 government of decen-

tralized type growth relative to a higher density compact

pattern of development. rntuÍtivefy, it. seems that suburban

sprawl represents a heavy financial liability to urban

government, and may be a very crucial factor with regards to
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the urban financÍal- crisis. Because of its highly decen-

trarized development pattern and its relative isolation in

the national- urban fabric, Winnipeg would be a highly

desirabl-e case for study.

4. The City of Winnípeg has attempted to rationalize

their capital budget requirements for the period r977-l9Bl

through implementation of a "l-east cost" approach. However,

a close assessment of the document reveals that this least

cost approach may be anything but that. A comprehensive

analysis should be undertaken in order to precisely determine

what the impact of this program will be in terms of current

expenditures, ultimate costs of capital projects, the housing

market, and future development of the City of Winnipeg. In

terms of land use planning principles, this last point may be

extremely crucial. If future development of the city is to

be determined solely by the criteria of ímmediate least cost,

with no regard for orderly urban planning principles, the

results may be disasterous, in terms of both future current

and capital expenditures and the condition of the urban

environment.

5. There are conflicting points of view over the equity

of the property tax. ft has been advanced by some that it

is very regressive in nature, while others are beginning to

feel- that it is a progressive levy. If it is progressive,

then it becomes a more potent fiscal tool than originally

thought. This point bears further investigation.
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6. If it is the case that decentral-ized development does

provide a heavy fiscal drain upon ]ocal government coffers,
then the extent to which this pattern of growth may be

reversible should be determined. There is a very high degree

of interdependence between the construction of transportation
facilities and urban growth. once one is put into p1ace, it
becomes permanent and tends to act as a catalyst for the

other, thus creating a "snowball" effect. rf suburban sprawl

is as costly as the author believes, and if it is to a very

large extent irreversible, 'our cities are in very deep

trouble indeed.
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